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Michael Garrick Orchestra at Ruislip Social Club – 6 June 2011
Michael Garrick has been described by one critic as a national
treasure. He has spent several decades in British jazz, some
as pianist in others’ groups (notably that of Don Rendell and Ian
Carr, and also the under-appreciated during his lifetime, Joe
Harriott), but more often leading his own groups. During this
time he has never stopped composing or arranging, whether it
be sacred music or material for units large or small.
National treasure he may be but that does not guarantee bums
on seats, and, as he pointed out in his welcome, the band
(sixteen including him) outnumbered the audience. It was little
comfort that by halfway through the first set parity had been
reached, as this had been achieved by including the three on
the door and PA desk.
Deliberately eschewing the playing of standards, the performance concentrated mainly on his
own compositions, which had not always reached the final version, thus giving the performance
the feel of a rehearsal. He conducted the musicians from in front of his keyboard (only
occasionally played), as they followed on numerous sheets of music.
The first number, Morning Blue, was written by Joe Harriott, and Michael Garrick had transcribed
the original bass solo by Coleridge Goode, still alive at ninety-six and living in Notting Hill Gate,
for inclusion in his arrangement.
Say Goodbye was one part of a blues trilogy, only two parts having been completed.
Proceedings were halted – “That part needs to go a bit faster” – and restarted in order to adjust
the tempo.
Needing “something a bit brighter after that”, Lemon Drop was chosen. Next up was Floating On
Summer, before which the guitarist’s bewilderment – “Which ending? I’ve got two” – had to be
resolved.
Shambolism was his Millennium Dome contribution. This time the bassist had a
question – “Are we doing the insert? Is it repeated?” “No, once is enough”. In
Beloved Memory Of (Fanny Robin, from Far From The Madding Crowd) was
about “guilt and remorse” and gave way to the interval.
Suitably refreshed and looking forward to summer holidays, the second set began with
Midsummer Departures from the album Tone Poems and was “a gently satirical piece about
travel agents”. Say Your Prayers, the second part of the blues trilogy, was confirmed on
completion to be a work still in progress – “It needs sticking plaster”.
During Spiritual Blues, another Joe Harriott composition, the rhythm section dropped out and
various horns alternately played single notes. “That’s nice. Let’s do it again”. And so they did.
Lady Of The Aurian Wood was “a magical fairy tale kind of piece” written in an Ellingtonian style.
Looking at his watch after Shiva, one of the Hindu trinity, he discovered time was up.
In the face of such woefully poor turnouts, one can only hope that time is not up for big-band jazz
at this pleasant Sunday lunchtime venue. Unfortunately, it may be beyond the scope of prayer
or word of mouth.
Dave Carroll
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Mahalia Jackson
(born October 1911)
says

“HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Hi Gang, great to be back with you.
Phew!!! What a night we had back on 21st August at London’s famous
Water Rats, helping Tales From The Woods photographer, retired film
director and bohemian man about Portobello, Tony Annis celebrate an
undisclosed (73rd… oops) birthday.
You will be able to read John Howard’s in-depth review of the events of the evening elsewhere in
the magazine so I won’t labour the point here except to say thank you to all the Woodies who
headed out to London’s Kings Cross to help Tony have a night to remember.
Thank you to Tony’s large family including his glamorous sister, the legendary actor Francesca
Annis, and Tony’s even larger circle of friends. Nice to see that a little leg problem could not deter
the old trooper from taking to the dance floor.
For TFTW it will also be a night to remember as being the evening we brought the early sixties
singing duo, who scored a No 1 hit with “Are You Sure” on the Fontana label back in 1961, The
Allisons, back on stage together and loving every second of it for the first time in several decades.
What an incredible job the Tales From The Woods Houseband did too, as
unrehearsed they backed all the performers without either a hiccup or a blink of
the eye; good friend to us all here at TFTW and one of the finest Brit Rock’n’Roll
singers, Danny Rivers; from New Orleans, Louisiana the wonderfully sassy and
sexy Corliss Randall; Tony’s own two very talented children, the stunningly
attractive Lady Stardust, and her brother Pat Annis; party and one-time jam
session regular, Ray Lee (who incidentally has a new CD out entitled “Without A
Doubt” - we shall give the Bromley boy’s new disc a review in Issue 64); and no
party would be a TFTW party without Rockin’ Gerry, who has rarely missed a
TFTW event - got to be a long service award in the offing for Gerry soon.

Rockin’ Gerry
© Paul Harris

I forgot to thank the soundman Nando during the course of the evening’s MC duties, an oversight I
have since rectified with an apology on behalf of all at TFTW.
It was our first time back at the Water Rats for almost five years; a triumphant return that has left a
welcoming door open to us for anything we may have in mind for the future.
As you would have read in our August Newsletter, we are finally posting out TFTW membership
cards which you are required to bring along with you for reductions on the door of TFTW gigs as well
as for purchasing merchandise from our table. Reductions are also now available for other nonTFTW promotions.
If you wish to book in advance for our 2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show and other such
events, please have your membership card at hand in readiness to recite the serial number.
Whilst on the subject of our annual show at its new home of the Borderline, at the time of writing we
have just recently finalised the line-up of fresh and exciting names to tread the boards of this long
established venue of well over thirty years in Manette Street, close to the Tottenham Court end of
Charing Cross Road upon Sunday 29th January.
Flying in from his adopted home in Hamburg, Germany will be the man who once led what was
considered by many aficionados to be the finest Rock'n'Roll/rhythm & blues band ever to come out
of Liverpool, Kingsize Taylor & The Dominoes.
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Kingsize will be making his first London stage appearance in many decades
backed up by the fabulous Tales From The Woods Houseband who will be joined
by the highly regarded R&B sax man Alex Bland. Those lucky enough to nave been
in attendance will remember him blowin' up a storm behind Barrence Whitfield at a
TFTW promotion at the Water Rats back in 2006.
Cliff Edmonds’ name will be a most welcome addition to the bill
to all the fans who have attended gigs over the past thirty years,
Kingsize Taylor
one of the finest and most authentic voices on the Rock’n’Roll
circuit.

Cliff Edmonds

For Dave Sampson, who has appeared before on our shows but
only as a guest, this will be the first time this fine sixties veteran
Rock'n'Roller will have a full set to his self and deservedly so. If
his appearances at two of our shows at the Empire Theatre,
Halstead are anything to go by we are all certainly in for a great
treat.
Likewise the aforementioned Allisons, fresh from their Dave Sampson
highly successful reunion gig at the Water Rats party.
To say they are ready and raring to go would indeed be an
understatement.

We are very pleased indeed to have Garry Mills, the
man who, like the Allisons, has a No 1 hit record under
The Allisons © Tony Annis his belt, “Look For A Star”, which was also used on the
soundtrack of the 1960 movie Circus Of Horrors.
Garry also has some fine rockers in his back catalogue including “Top Teen Baby”
and “Hey Baby (You're Pretty)” which I know for sure (as recent conversations with
Garry on the phone will certify) he can’t wait to air again for the first time in many
long years upon the Borderline stage.

Garry Mills
I am sure you all read in Issue 62 and on Nick Cobban’s blog of the
evening spent in the company of Tales From The Woods Houseband guitarist of
renown, John Spencely, watching a performance by genuine 2is performer Jackie
Lynton with his acclaimed blues band. Jackie will be guesting with us for a set that
is going to rock the house.

I can assure you that all the performers can’t wait. Loyal fans who come back every
Jackie Lynton year have kindly left messages, emailed etc. that they can’t wait either. Neither can
I. There may be a name or two added to the bill over the coming weeks, so keep your
eyes on the website for updates as and when they happen folks.
The London landmark that is Foyles book shop has stood on the site it has
occupied for 108 years, but not for much longer. The ever spiralling rents
of Westminster Council will force them out of their world famous spacious
premises into a smaller building next door. This is, by all accounts, an
open secret. On a recent visit to Ray’s Jazz Shop on the second floor of
this historical establishment, stopping to natter and browse like I have
done countless times before, the bombshell was delivered. Customers
and staff alike are opposed to the move, but no amount of petitions or
letters to our daily broadsheets are likely to make Westminster Council
have a change of heart.
Later that same afternoon I wandered in and out of the remaining book
shops that line the left hand side of Charing Cross Road (if you are walking
from Tottenham Court Road through to Leicester Square). The story is the
same in each and every one of them. A few have even been in business
longer than Foyles, handed down from generation to generation. Not for
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much longer. None of these little bastions of intellectual enlightenment will see out 2012 if the
philistine barbarians at Westminster Council have their way, determined as they are to turn every
last piece of the Capital City into a bland uniform of worldwide chain stores.
Just when you think it can’t get worse folks, it does! Not too many
days passed before I heard that Gaby's Deli on St Martins Lane is
soon to close, which has been serving up plentiful portions of
Mediterranean food at prices all can afford, either sit down or take
away, since 1965.
All this, by all accounts, is to improve the visuals of Charing Cross
Road, such is the propaganda of the consultants employed by the
landlords, Gascoyne Holdings, which translates as a restaurant chain
found in every high street in every town and city will soon be moving
in.
V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to the last surviving pre-war delta blues
musician, the wonderful David Honeyboy Edwards who passed away upon the 29th August age
96.
It seems incredible that into the first few years of this 21st Century it was
still possible to witness the four surviving most important figures from a
much earlier generation of pre-war Blues performing together on stage.
Known as the Delta Blues Cartel, the group contained the legendary
names of Robert Junior Lockwood, Homesick James, Henry Townsend,
and Honeyboy Edwards. These great pioneers from what must surely
Delta Blues Cartel
have been a delta blues golden era were of an extremely advanced age,
all being in their nineties. Honeyboy at that time was marginally younger,
just a stripling in his eighties. Sadly Homesick, Henry and Robert left us in quick succession during
2006 leaving Honeyboy to spend his remaining years, very much in the manner of his previous eight
decades, as a roaming ambassador of the music so admired and cherished throughout the globe.
Part of the publicity surrounding the Delta Blues Cartel was that most of these veterans had
encountered the near mythical figure of pre-war delta bluesman Robert Johnson. Unlike Johnson,
Honeyboy had never sold his soul to the devil like that of the legend associated with his friend and
mentor but played with him on street corners and in bars, throughout the delta towns. Present also
at Johnson’s final gig, the night that a jealous man poisoned his drink “for messing with his woman”.
Honeyboy was at the side of the deathbed that would cement the legend of Johnson into blues folk
lore for ever. Thus for the remainder of his long life, he would become an informant of near priceless
value for Blues historians, film makers and journalists, all wishing to pin down the elusive figure of
one of the founding fathers of a later generation of the Blues. Honeyboy talks at length about him in
the excellent 1991 documentary “Search For Robert Johnson”.
David Honeyboy Edwards was born in Shaw, Mississippi on 28th
June 1915. He began learning the guitar as a small boy from his
father who was a sharecropper on a cotton plantation. As a child he
witnessed visiting blues musicians playing around the locality,
including masters of the genre such as Charlie Patton and the man
who would serve as his premier mentor and with whom he would
travel the length and breadth of the southlands, the itinerant blues
guitarist and singer Big Joe Williams. The aforementioned
encounters with Robert Johnson took place in the thirties. Come the
early forties, whilst playing and singing in the streets of Clarksdale,
Mississippi, he came across Alan Lomax who was on one of his
many expeditions down south, song and folk lore collecting for the Library of Congress and would
much later recall his initial impressions in the 1993 book “The Land Where The Blues Began”.
Described thus “A black felt hat perched upon the back of his head, his powerful hands dancing
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along the neck of his guitar, he sucked and puffed with furious energy at the harmonica held up to
his mouth on a steel frame.” The words created within the pages of the book present a fine image
of the not yet thirty Honeyboy playing on the streets, at the time a natural environment for an
itinerant blues musician. Lomax recorded several of Honeyboy’s performances although they failed
to find a release at the time. Following advice that Honeyboy had given him, he went to search out
a local musician about whom word had been spreading fast for a while, McKinley Morganfield (a.k.a.
Muddy Waters), not too many years away from travelling north to Chicago and iconic status.
Honeyboy meanwhile kept travelling. His itinerant wanderings found him in Chicago on the eve of
the city’s greatest blues period during those late forties through to the early fifties, joining harmonica
legend Little Walter. In Houston, Texas he recorded for ARC Records as Mr Honey, and under his
real name for Sam Phillips in Memphis for the Sun Label. Back in Chicago he cut a number of sides
for Chess in 1953, even enjoying a minor R&B hit with “Drop Down Mama”, which no doubt
prompted him to quit his wandering ways and settle in the windy city where he became a mainstay
of the Chicago scene.
As the fifties gave way to the sixties, finding himself increasingly marginalised by the emergence of
Soul music into the consciousness of the public on both sides of the Atlantic, he recorded only
sporadically and at times was forced to undertake factory work to supplement his income. The
resurgence of interest in pre-war blues reignited the careers of many survivors from an earlier era
and Honeyboy luckily would eventually benefit from these rewards.
As the seventies progressed he recorded albums for Trix and
Folkways. An association began with Michael Frank, a young white
blues fan, who founded the Earwig record label with whom he
recorded albums of acclaim, “Old Friends” [1979] and “Roaming &
Rambling” [2008] also playing the harmonica on Honeyboy’s gigs,
travelling with him on tour in USA, Europe and Japan as well as
managing his affairs for the remainder of his long life. No doubt one
Honeyboy with Michael Frank of the crowning glories was to perform at the prestigious Carnegie
Hall, New York in 1979 fronting an all-star band which included
Chicago veterans such as Sunnyland Slim and Walter Horton.
Inducted into the Blues Hall Of Fame in 1996, the following year his frank autobiography was
published “The World Don’t Owe Me Nothing”. Come 2002 he was named a National Heritage
Fellow by the National Endowment For The Arts, also being the subject of an excellent documentary
“Honeyboy”. 2007 would see him making a cameo appearance in “Walk Hard: The Dewey Cox
Story”, a pastiche of the tavern to stadium musical biopic in which he played the role of legend cum
mentor to a precocious child. Honeyboy’s long history in the blues gave opportunities galore to
documentary makers with an interest in the genre, most notably the 2009 Jill Nicholls’ “Folk
America: Birth Of A Nation” seen on our screens here on BBC 4.
In the final years that followed the demise of the Delta Blues Cartel, his performances became
patchworks of songs and stories from the deepest depths of his memory. He would finally receive
his lifetime achievement award in 2009. His last public performance was in April of this year, fittingly
in Clarksdale, Mississippi at the Juke Joint Festival. He was scheduled to play further festivals
during this summer in both the United States and Europe, but his declining health forced
cancellations. Ironically on the day of his death he was booked to play a gig in Chicago. I got to see
Honeyboy Edwards play a couple of times, most notably in the intimate surroundings of the long
vanished and still very much missed Weavers at London’s Newington Green. Sadly, witnessing the
Delta Blues Cartel for me would prove not to be.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Glen Croker, guitarist and singer with
the legendary Louisiana Cajun Western Swing Rockabilly Band, the Hackberry Ramblers, the last
surviving long standing member, who sadly passed away after a long illness at his home in Lake
Charles Louisiana on 23rd August aged 77.
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The story of how TFTW Membership Secretary Ken Major, Financial Secretary Lee Wilkinson and
I came across the fantastic Hackberry Ramblers at the 1994 New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival
has been told within these pages not once but twice, so no need to recount it a third time. Suffice to
say no damn rain storm and knee high mud ain’t gonna stop these three crazy Woodies from
jumping up and down whooping and a-hollering at the sounds emanating just feet away upon the
stage which, at the time, thankfully included every long standing member of this Louisiana institution
which contained the two original members who formed the band way back in 1932, Luderin Darbone
(fiddle/vocals), and Edwin Duhon (accordion/vocals) along with Johnny Farque (rhythm
guitar/backup vocals), Johnny Faulk (slap bass/backup vocals/rebel yells), Glen Croker (lead
guitar/singer) and their much younger drummer Ben Sandmel, who also acted as their manager and
publicist and would help to guide the band’s career in the autumn of their lives out of the southlands
through to the national stage and finally to joyous acclaim on the international stages of Canada,
France and Holland.

We became friends with Glen very shortly after this gig as we did with all the Ramblers. We stayed
at Glen’s home in Lake Charles with his loving wife Nell, meeting the family, riding in Glen’s car
throughout the surrounding Louisiana country side, fishing on the bayou for Ken in Glen’s boat with
me just out for the ride, just soaking up the atmosphere of this cultural and musical state, even on
one occasion drinking whiskey from ole fruit jars. And believe me I don’t drink whiskey; we don’t get
along too well. A few years after our initial meeting we were staying at Glen’s place when he came
home after playing a local gig with the Ramblers. Nell held his hand as she led him through to where
we sat in the living room of their cosy bungalow, his eyes full of tears. That
evening the Ramblers’ rhythm guitarist had collapsed and died on stage. A few
days later I asked Glen, regarding the band that had been in existence at that
time for an unbelievable 67 years, if he ever saw a time that they might decide to
retire and hang up their fiddles, accordions, guitars. Glen fixed me with a stare,
whilst chewing on his tobacco, slowly spat into the spittoon which he kept at his
side when at home.
“Son, I guess when the last goddamn one of us falls off that bandstand."
That is about what happened folks.
James Glenwood Croker was born 29th June 1934. He began
playing steel guitar in the early fifties with Eddie Shular And The
Reveliers in the days before Shular set up his legendary Lake
Charles record label Goldband. On his way home from a gig one
evening he stopped by at the Silver Star Club in Sulpher, Louisiana
to listen to the Hackberry Ramblers. Glen would often quote that he
remembered saying to himself "Self, one day you’re gonna be
playing with that band."
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That day came in 1959, bringing to the string band of some
27 years standing a more blues, country rockabilly sound,
a honky tonk styling and attitude and full electric
amplification which added to their already diverse
repertoire. Glen appeared on albums “Jolie Blonde”
released on the Arhoolie label 1963, “Cajun Boogie” 1993
and the Grammy award winning “Deep Water” 1997, which
included special guest appearances by Michael Doucet,
Marcia Ball, Jimmie Dale Gilmore and Rodney Crowell.
In the 1980s, by which time they had been joined by
drummer, manager Ben Sandmel, they toured outside of
the South for the first time in the Band’s existence, touring
throughout the United States, travelling outside of the USA to be met with breath-taking acclaim for
their authentic raw sound in Canada, France and Holland in 2002. Glen’s name would also appear
on anthologies “Boozoo Hoodoo 1 & 2” in 2000 & 2003 released on the Fuel label, along with
“Christmas Gumbo” which appeared on the Flambeaux label in 2004. Glen was featured heavily in
the documentary “Make Them Dance: The Hackberry Ramblers Story” broadcast across the US by
PBS in 2004.
In 1999 a lifelong ambition came to fruition when he stepped out onto the stage of the famed Grand
Ole Opry in Nashville, Tennessee with the Hackberry Ramblers. He was also the Band’s Emcee,
renowned for his snappy patter and according to drummer, manager Ben Sandmel "his shamelessly
corny jokes that brought groans from all over." The band played every New Orleans Jazz & Heritage
Festival from 1988 through to 2005. The rebel yell of the stand-up bass player was silenced in the
early days of this century when Johnny Faulk passed away, followed later by the two founding
members Luderin Darbone and Edwin Duhon by which time they were both past their mid-nineties.
The last performance by the Hackberry Ramblers took place at Manship Theatre at the Louisiana
State University in the final months of 2005 by which time the band had been in existence for an
incredible 73 years.
V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to lyricist, record producer, song publisher
Jerry Leiber who died on the 22nd August aged 78.
"I took my troubles down to Madam Ruth the gypsy with the gold-capped tooth"
"Who walks in the classroom cool and slow, who calls the English teacher daddy-o"
"They said you were high-classed, but that was just a lie, you ain’t never caught a rabbit and you
ain’t no friend of mine"
"She walks, she talks, she crawls on her belly like a reptile"
If that doesn’t visualise total Rock’n’Roll imagery, then I guess you are reading the wrong magazine.
Poetry that pinned these young ears and millions of others back, when we were young the first time
around.
What about the exotic imagery created in the words that flowed in ”Shoppin’ For Clothes”, at the time
a lesser hit for The Coasters in 1960; a huckster without a dime so wants that high fashion dude suit,
cue the patter of the patronising department store employee; "And for the playboy you have the
latest in tweed, With the cut-away flap over twice, It's a box-back, two button western model." He
pauses before adding "Now ain't that nice." Naturally the huckster’s credit is
declined. "That's a suit you'll never own" he drawls with what seems like smirking
cruelty "That's a suit you'll never own." All set against a slow, sleazy, jazzy backing.
Jerry Leiber was born in Baltimore, Ohio, upon 25th April 1933 to Jewish parents
who originally came from Poland and Russia, his childhood spent in the city’s Polish
Catholic district, where he did not have to go far outside of the comfort of the family
home to come across anti-Semitism. The grocery store the family owned was
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situated on the edge of the black quarter, and this was where the young Jerry found an identity. In
interviews he would suggest a shared sympathy.
Just five years old when his father died, by the age of 12 his mother and two older sisters upped
sticks and moved out west to Los Angeles. As a 16 year old pupil at Fairfax high school he began
to scribble down lyrics. At 17 he would make a meeting that would eventually change his life forever,
that being with another teenage lad who had not long moved out from New York, where he had hung
out in jazz bars and been given piano lessons from a no-lesser figure than the great James P
Johnson. His name was Mike Stoller.
Characters of opposites, Leiber an extrovert, Stoller jazz cool reserved,
they blended and bonded perfectly hanging out together amongst the
thriving R&B scene on Central Avenue. Not too much time passed
before they were writing songs together, loaded with black imagery.
Jimmy Witherspoon, a hero to the pair, was the first to realise the
potential of the two young men and recorded their song “Real Ugly
Woman” in 1950, Already the classic familiar imagery of Leiber & Stoller
was beginning to appear, "She’s 300 pounds of meat and she’s my
female Frankenstein."
Not too much time passed before they wrote The Robins' "That’s What The Good Book Says",
Charles Brown’s "Hard Times", Little Willie Littlefield’s “Kansas City”, Bull Moose Jackson’s “Nosey
Joe”. Around the same period the pair met R&B bandleader Johnny Otis and his
then singer, the formidable no nonsense lady that was Big Mama Thornton. The
meeting with her inspired the writing of “Hound Dog”; the co-composers
supervised from the control booth whilst Johnny Otis played the drums and Big
Mama sang. It hit the No 1 slot on the R&B charts in 1953. Allegedly not too happy
with the Elvis Presley version in 1956, they soon changed their opinions when the
record began to sell millions which no doubt left them needing little prompting to
write further material for the Mississippi Flash including “Jailhouse Rock”, “Treat
Me Nice”, “Loving You”, and “King Creole” to name but four.
In 1957 they moved their enterprise to the centre of the music
business in New York where they accepted A&R roles with Atlantic
Records. They persuaded the Robins who had recorded their
“Smokey Joe’s Café” and “Riot In Cell Block #9”, to change their
names to The Coasters and to create history with songs like “Young
Blood”, “Little Egypt”, “Charlie Brown”, “Shoppin’ For Clothes”,
“Down In Mexico”, “Yakety Yak” etc.
Come 1959 they were destined to create more classics when they
took over studio supervision for the Drifters. “There Goes My Baby”
led the way for a new direction for the pair, now gospel influenced
vocals mixed with a Latin[ish] beat. They also brought writers in from the outside to provide material
for the Drifters whilst Leiber & Stoller concentrated on producing, including Doc Pomus and Mort
Shuman [“Save The Last Dance For Me”], Burt Bacharach and Bob Hilliard [“Please Stay”].
When Ben E King, lead singer of the group, split for a solo career, Leiber & Stoller produced three
of his biggies including “Stand By Me”, “Spanish Harlem”, and “I Who Have Nothing” which was born
an Italian song for which Leiber created a new lyric.
In 1964, in partnership with an old time New York music business hustler, they created the Red Bird
Label which produced the Dixie Cups’ “Chapel Of Love” co-written by an up and coming Phil
Spector, Shangri-Las’ “Walking In The Sand” and their seminal “Leader Of The Pack”. Three years
later Leiber moved into country for the first time by penning, in collaboration with Billy Edd Wheeler,
the hit “Jackson” for Johnny Cash and June Carter.
1967 was also the year that the creative juices were drying up, with their last great song, albeit with
a vast departure to what surely must be very much the French tragedian style of Jacques Brel. “Is
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That All There Is” was picked up not surprisingly by cabaret artist Georgia Brown. No doubt the pair
got the version they desired when they took Peggy Lee into the studio to record the song.
They remained very much a partnership producing artists of a younger generation such as Stealers
Wheel, Procol Harum and Elkie Brooks. Together they would receive an endless array of industry
awards, see their songs packaged into a musical which became the longest running show on
Broadway - Smokey Joe’s Café. When the show came to London, Leiber & Stoller were invited to
the National Film Theatre on the south bank of the River Thames where they took part in a question
and answer session. I, amongst a number of yet not created Woodies, was in attendance. Together
we would later attend the musical at the Prince Charles Theatre, Leicester Square. Two years ago
they published a joint autobiography “Hound Dog”.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to bass player
Marshall Grant who died of a brain aneurism aged 83 on 7th August.
Marshall Grant was born 5th May 1928, one of 12 children, in Bessement
City, North Carolina. His love of music for as long as he could recall had
to be side-lined for the need to earn a living and learn a trade, which
would lead him first into a career in car mechanics. Once married to the
lady who would become his wife for the next 65 years, the newly
entwined couple moved to Memphis, Tennessee during the very early
days of 1947. As the forties rolled into the fifties, Marshall had progressed considerably in his
chosen trade. By the time he first met Johnny Cash in 1954, he had risen to chief mechanic at the
automobile sales company where soon to be guitarist of Cash, Luther Perkins, was employed. Also
at the company was Johnny’s elder brother Roy.
Soon a trio was formed consisting of Johnny Cash with Luther
on guitar and Marshall on bass named Johnny Cash and the
Tennessee Two, primarily as a gospel outfit, but all was about
to change when they auditioned for Sam Phillips at Sun
Studios. The potential he immediately recognised in Cash lay
outside of the gospel field. The distinctive chick-a-boom rhythm
which was now taking shape lay very much in the hands of
Marshall’s basic bass patterns which created the now
legendary Country Rockabilly sound of Cash at Sun Records.
There sure won’t be too many people reading this magazine
who won’t be able to name the tracks that they cut at Sun during the mid to late fifties, For the benefit
of a few who may not I’ll mention a few such as “I Walk The Line”, “Folsom Prison Blues”, “Cry Cry
Cry”, “Get Rhythm”, “Hey Porter”, the latter incidentally Cash had written whilst serving in the United
States Air Force.
By the late fifties Cash and the Tennessee Two left Sun for a major record label in
the shape of Columbia Records and eventual Country superstardom with concept
Albums like “Bitter Tears: Ballads of the American Indian”, a personal favourite of
this Tales From The Woods conceiver, “Blood Sweat & Tears”, the prison albums
“Folsom” and “San Quentin”, all of which has been dealt with in the obituary for
Johnny Cash back in 2003 in Issue 34. 1960 was the year that the Tennessee Two
expanded to three when drummer W S Holland joined.
Throughout his period with Cash, Marshall doubled up, booking shows and organising schedules,
also acting as a rock solid figure attempting to hold things together due to his boss’s craziness,
driven for the most part by his much touted amphetamine and alcohol abuse. 1980 would see the
firing of Marshall by Cash, when the singer’s long standing drug problem had created a chain of
disagreements. The family of Luther Perkins, who died in a house fire in 1968, and Grant filed
separate lawsuits against Cash over retirement entitlements which were eventually settled out of
court, leading eventually to their reconciliation. Cash would later admit in his 1997 autobiography
that sacking him was a terrible mistake and had caused him much personal anguish. Grant would
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later go on to manage The Statler Brothers and write about his many years with his boss in his 2006
autobiography “My Life With Johnny Cash”. The Tennessee Three were finally inducted into the
Musicians Hall Of Fame in Nashville in 2007.
V
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V

Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to
jazz drummer and bandleader Eric Delaney who died
after a brain haemorrhage aged 87 on the 15th July.
Eric Delaney was born in Acton, West London upon 22
May 1924 into a musical family. He made his first public
appearance behind a drumkit aged just six in the family trio
in which his mother played piano and his father the banjo.
By his early teens he was a member of the Harry Roy
Juveniles, which at the time by all accounts was a
nurturing outfit for jazz talent. He travelled also with
Hughie Green’s talent roadshow and would later lead his
own all teenage band after winning an award as Britain’s
best swing drummer. When just 15 he joined the Ambrose Orchestra playing alongside pianist
George Shearing and singer Anne Shelton.
Called up in 1942 he spent the next three years with RAF gang shows in Burma and India until
demob finally came. He auditioned for Geraldo’s famous popular dance band which he naturally
passed with flying colours, staying from 1946 through to 1954, where he recorded and broadcast
frequently in between touring the length and breadth of the United Kingdom, finding time however
to record with the Melody Maker All Stars in 1954 and 1955.
By now he had adopted linked twin bass drums, an innovation introduced
by Louie Bellson, to which Delaney added some timpani to his on stage
equipment. Forming his own band in 1955, he cut tracks for the Pye label
in 1956 including “Oranges & Lemons” which gave him a hit in both the UK
and the USA incurring considerable outrage from jazz, swing, and dance
band fans for sailing dangerously close to Rock’n’Roll.
Out front, playing a raised drum-kit, his big band full of power behind him,
he knew he had hit on a winning formula, touring non-stop for the next ten
years, with three appearances on the Royal Variety Show, the first in 1956, as well as television
shows such as Morecambe & Wise and Top Of The Pops. As tastes and times changed, Delaney
adjusted by reducing the size of his band and working increasingly on the cabaret circuit that saw
bookings in the Bahamas, Las Vegas, and regular summer bookings at the magnificent Blackpool
Tower Ballroom where he first introduced his revolving drum routine complete with flashing lights.
Come 1998 he moved to Benidorm, Spain, entertaining
tourists and transplanted Brits at the Talk Of The Town
nightclub, a new home for several years for his revolving
drums and flashing lights, before returning to home soil at the
age of 82 in 2006. Generally, and deservedly so, taking life
much easier, picking his bookings carefully, making guest
appearances with the Glen Miller Orchestra and our very own
institution the Squadronaires. He also rekindled his interest in
small group jazz, popping up out of the blue at the 100 Club
and Ronnie Scott's. It was at the latter where he performed
his final gig in June alongside trumpeter Digby Fairweather.
By all accounts Delaney would cut a dapper figure in his twilight years; head shaved, deep tan,
diamond glinting in his teeth. A biography was released in 2009 written by Eddie Sammons “The
Magnificent Eric Delaney”.
V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass to singer Amy Winehouse who died on the 23rd July aged
27.
It is certainly indicative of the recognition of her talent the way this young lady was held in such high
regard by many of you at Tales From The Woods. Voices that normally have little truck with modern
music in any shape or form spoke highly of her, those maybe less rigid in their tastes admired her
voice steeped in soul, her understanding of jazz, her respect for musical heritage. In a broadsheet
obituary I read, the writer spoke that in her belief she stood out from all other singers under 40. Well!
I am not sure I buy that one; the names of Duffy, Paloma Faith and Imelda May all spring to mind.
All these young female singers are enriched by both their knowledge and understanding of R&B,
jazz, soul, Rock’n’Roll history. I prefer to listen to the words of Tony Bennett who was quoted as
saying, “She was an extraordinary musician with a rare intuition as a vocalist". When someone of
his standing speaks, nothing more needs to be said.
Born into a Jewish family in Finchley, North London on the 14th September 1983,
she grew up listening to the jazz albums of her father Mitch, a London cabbie.
Amy was destined for a career in show business and, by the age of 8 she was
already attending stage school. In fact she attended three of them, the most
famous being the Sylvia Young Theatre School from which, even at that tender
age, she managed to get herself expelled. Then on to the Brit School in Croydon
where her natural rebellious attitudes really began to take hold, at 16 sporting her
first tattoo and smoking dope. Her boyfriend of this period passed a cassette of
her singing to a record company who were duly impressed. Soon she signed a
deal with one of the world’s largest labels Universal and was taken up by a management company
run by Simon Fuller, the culprits behind “Pop Idol” and various television spin-offs. With the
predictable result of being accused of being one of Fuller’s pop puppets, she retorted in the manner
that would be expected of her.
Her first album “Frank” was released just after her 20th birthday,
which peaked at No 13 on the UK album charts. It was whilst she
was writing and preparing for the follow up she met her future
husband Blake Fielder-Civil who worked on the fringes of the
music business. Just months into the relationship they split up
for the first time. She poured all her frustration and depression
into the album “Back To Black” which was released in 2006. She
commenced a series of nationwide gigs to promote the album, it
is said by now increasingly walking on the wild side, having lost
a considerable amount of weight, her arms and shoulders
obscured by tattoos, topped by a gigantic bee-hive hair-do.
The single “Rehab” was taken from the album which I think you
can pretty much be certain will be forever associated with her, a
signature tune if ever there was one. Remarkably for a record
these days it spent 57 weeks in the charts and peaked at No 10.
The relationship with Fielder-Civil became even more volatile; her behaviour and his even more
irrational, meant endless lurid tabloid headlines and photos were guaranteed.
Despite, or maybe because of, it her success increased. They finally married in 2007 in Miami but
that would not be the end of her troubles. On the contrary, quite the reverse; they both become
heavy drug users, injecting heroin, and when appearing in public it is said her arms were covered
in cuts. Awards came though - Ivor Novello awards for the songs “Rehab” and “Love Is The Losing
Game”, she was also given Q magazine’s best album accolade, and nominated for the 2007
Mercury Prize.
In November 2007, Fielder-Civil was arrested for attacking a pub landlord, plus attempting to bribe
him with an offer of £200,000 to keep quiet. Whilst he was on remand, Winehouse struggled on
amidst a string of cancelled gigs, struck up a friendship with former Libertine member and fellow
junkie Pete Doherty, yet she still managed despite all this to pick up five Grammy awards in
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February 2008. The couple’s marriage ended in July 2008 when he was given a 27 month prison
sentence.
The following year she moved to St Lucia where it was hoped, and she may have believed, that once
out of her adopted home of London’s Camden Town and its notorious drug reputation, she may
finally get her life and career back on track. However as we know that would never be.
Back in Camden Town she was photographed unconscious on a bench outside
a pub, several relationships came and went. She started to record her third
album in between being arrested for several public order offences, being
hospitalised for emphysema, along with being in near constant pain through
having breast implants. She launched her own record label Lioness whose first
signing was her then 13 year old goddaughter Dionne Bloomfield. Last month
she performed so erratically on stage in Belgrade that the remainder of the
summer tour was cancelled. Three days before she died she appeared on
stage at Camden’s famous Roundhouse where
she was there on stage purely to promote her
goddaughter.
No doubt Amy Winehouse will be compared to other female singers
whose tragic and short lives were besieged by demons and appalling
taste in men; Billie Holliday and Edith Piaf immediately spring to
mind. In March of this year she recorded the standard “Body & Soul”,
a duet with Tony Bennett which proved to be her final recording which
has been released this month of September entitled “Duets II”.
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1. Etta James admitted to hospital in Riverside, Ca. with a urinary tract infection and the blood
infection sepsis. In 2003 Etta underwent gastric bypass surgery and has problems with obesity. Etta
is a three time Grammy winner with songs such as “The Wallflower” and “Good Rockin’ Daddy” was
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame in 1993. Source: Las Vegas Sentinel-Voice 19.5.2011
2. Aretha Franklin, 69, although suffering with pancreatic cancer, continues her mini farewell tour.
A broken toe is not helping matters. With a schedule of about a dozen shows Aretha limped off stage
after just seven numbers in Vienna. Va. and took a fifteen minutes respite before returning and doing
almost a two hour show. Witnesses say that Aretha held on to the piano to steady herself, and
looked out of breath when finishing with “I’ll Be Seeing You”. Source: Belinda Robinson, National
Enquirer, 11.7.2011
3. The Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame in downtown Cleveland is to open an exhibit titled “Women who
rock, Vision, Passion, Power”. It was Cyndi Lauper who suggested the theme although it had been
on the back burner for years, and this time it was acted on. 73 years old Wanda Jackson will have
her old acoustic guitar on display and, with Cyndi, will headline a museum’s benefit concert. There
will be a short film about how women in rock have shaped the music. Source: Las Vegas
Review-Journal 11.5.2011
4. Recording Industry Assn. of America statistics for 2010: CDs sales dropped 21% from $4.27
billion to $3.36 billion. Vinyl LPs rose 26% up from $3.2m to $4m. Digital ringtones dropped 28% to
$527m, Individual song downloads rose 2.1% from 114 billion tracks to 1.16 billion. Revenue from
digital music subscriptions, e.g. Napster fell 5.7%. Combined digital and physical music sales
dropped to 11%. Overall digital music revenue grew 10% due to Apple increasing price. Source:
Alex Pham, L.A. Times 1.5.2011
5. “The Seven Year Itch” in 1955 had Marilyn Monroe stood over a New York subway grate as a
train sped underneath. The dress which famously blew upwards was part of a 600 Hollywood
costumes and props collection auctioned by owner film star Debbie Reynolds, and fetched $4.6m,
plus $140000 for Julie Andrew’s guitar. Debbie, 79, started collecting 40 years ago and eventually
amassed over 3500 items. Her museum in Las Vegas is now closed. Source: Lynn Elber, Las
Vegas Review Journal, 21.6.2011
6. Bernard St. Clair Lee, 66, baritone singer and member of the soul trio Hues Corporation died
March 8 in Lake Elsinore. Hues Corporation was a pun on the aviation giant Hughes Corp., and
formed in 1969 by Lee, soprano Hubert Ann Kelly and tenor Fleming Williams. Their 1974 No. 1 hit
“Rock The Boat” was composed by band manager Waldo Holmes. Kelly later left the group to
become a minister and Williams died. Lee was born in San Francisco in 1944. Source: Christine
Collins, Los Angeles Times, 11.3.2011
7. The Dinning Sisters performed from the late 1930s until 1954 and had a 1948 top ten hit with
“Buttons and Bows”. Jean Dinning born 29.3.1924 in Enid Oklahoma, wrote “Teen Angel” for her
brother Mark which became a number one hit in 1959. Mark died of a heart attack at 52 in 1986. The
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song was inspired after Jean read a newspaper report about teenagers making positive
contributions. The song is credited in spawning a raft of morbid pop ballads, Jean, 86, died Feb 22
2011. Source: Los Angeles Times, 12.3.2011
8. Don Kirshner penned “My First Love” for Bobby Darin. Later a rock promoter and music publisher
he had more success tapping song writer talents such as Neil Diamond, Carole King, and Neil
Sedaka, and hiring Tony Orlando for $50 a week to record demos. Also responsible for the success
of the The Archies and The Monkees, Neil Diamond wrote “I’m A Believer” for the latter group.
Kirshner died in January aged 76. Source: Oskar Garcia. Las Vegas Review- Journal 19.1.2011
9. The Hee Haw TV show was created by John Aylesworth and Frank Peppiatt and ran on CBS from
1969-1971. It was a vaudevillian mix of rapid fire sketches often set in a cornfield and punctuated
by the braying of an animated donkey. It was a hybrid of The Beverly Hillbillies and Rowan &
Martin’s “Laugh In”. Haggard, Cash and Twitty appeared. Aylesworth’s book “The Corn Was Green:
The Inside Story Of Hee Haw” was published this year. He died August 2010. Source: The New
York Times 5.8.2010
10. Over half a tabloid page plus photos of blues singer Artwork Jamal. Singing Howling Wolf and
Muddy Waters songs, Jamal lives the archetypal blues life. Suffers from schizophrenia as does his
wife Elizabeth, plus diabetes, lung disease and congestive heart failure. Plays L.A. venues and was
2010 Bay Area Blues Vocalist of the Year, performed in front of 10,000 at the 2010 Monteray Blues
Festival. Earns $600 in a good month and lives in near poverty. Source: Esmeralda Bermudez, L.A.
Times 31.5.2011
11. Richard “Dick” Griffey founder of the L.A. based R’n’B label Solar which was once touted as “the
Motown of the ‘80s” has died of complications from a quadruple bypass heart surgery, he was 71.
The label was a spin off from the variety TV show “Soul Train”, and remained in business for nearly
30 years, the name being an acronym for “Sound Of Los Angeles Records”. Two hit records
includes The Whispers’ “And The beat Goes On” and Shalamar’s “The Second Time Around”.
Source: Valerie Nelson, L.A. Times, 29.9.2010
12. From 1974 to 1979 Travis Bean guitars were
manufactured in Burbank, California. The guitar neck
and headstock were made out of solid aluminium with
exotic hardwood bodies, and fetched a price over
$1000. Marc McElwee and Gary Kramer were
partners in the firm, with Kramer eventually founding
his own company that made aluminium neck guitars.
Bean who recently died of cancer was born Aug. 21
1947 and was adopted by Raymond and Betty Bean.
Source: Valerie Nelson, L.A. Times, 16.7.2011
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13. 608 S. Kent Street, Winchester Va., was a home
of Patsy Cline. During August the home opened its
doors to the public for the first time, although officially
it will be on Labor Day when the Fan Club has its
annual meet-up. Contact details: Tel. 540-662-5555,
www.celebratingpatsycline.org. Tour hours: Tuesday
to Saturdays, 10 a.m. – 5pm. Sundays, noon-4pm.
Adults $6, older than 60 children younger than 18 $5.
Younger than 10 and military with ID free. Source:
Larry O’Dell, the Associated Press, 11.8.2011
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Larry Bamburg, a Shreveport, Louisiana pro fiddler in the 50’s and 60’s, who played with Red
Sovine, Webb Pierce and Kitty Wells passed away on Sunday July 3, 2011 after a bad fall in his
house and a two week stay in hospital. He seemed to be recovering very well from the fall, talking
and laughing, so everyone was in shock when this happened.
Larry, being born Lawrence Thurman Bamburg on August 26, 1931 in Coushatta (Red River Parish
- Louisiana), was 79 years old and had kept in his house a lot of pictures of James Burton in his early
days, even staying in touch with James’ mother Lola Poland who sadly passed away on May 23,
2011. In those early days James had a Fender Telecaster but was fascinated by the steel guitar
liking to play with Sonny Trammel, a Louisiana Hayride staff steel guitar player who backed Webb
Pierce, Elvis, Johnny Horton and Jimmy Lee Fautheree to name a few. James was a member of
Larry’s band, the Louisiana Drifters as early as 1955, and was also the guitar player on Dale
Hawkins’ first demo of “Suzie-Q”, with sax, cut in 1956 at Kent. On sax was Shelton Bissell being
15 years old and Larry Bamburg’s first cousin, wrongly named Sheldon Bazelle on the back cover
liner notes for the Norton LP 2556. Sheldon played on several RAM cuts before joining Mickey
Gilley’s band.
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Larry would make his trek to Shreveport in 1949, hoping to land a spot with one of the bands. Over
the next two years he played on stage and at shows around the area with Webb Pierce, Red Sovine,
Kitty Wells, The Wilburn Brothers and Faron Young. On November 8, 1951 he was drafted into the
Marines and did not play on the Hayride after he returned but he stayed a friend of Shot Jackson.
In 1956, there was a great recording outlet built and owned on 2439 Lakeshore Drive, Shreveport,
Louisiana by Mira Ann Smith and her cousin Alton Warwick. That studio brought us some great
country, blues and rockabilly sides on the “RAM” (Royal Audio Music) label, some being also leased
for national distribution to larger companies like Chess and Mercury.
RAM records was the brainchild of that lady who was a musician, studio engineer and songwriter.
It was the “One and Only” professional and commercial recording studio in Shreveport by 1956.
After a successful career as record producer and song writer, Mira Smith died of leukaemia on
September 29, 1989.
Larry Bamburg and James Burton backed Carol Williams on “You Never Mention My Name”/”Just
For A While” (RAM 100 – first release) that was recorded in Carol’s front room while Mira was still
completing her studio. “Just for A While” is a very attractive fast hillbilly song with great guitar parts
and the label’s first record issued. The design was just gold block letters on a dark red label with the
mention “Shreveport, LA”.
The first releases on Mira’s label were mainly country numbers like “Cheating On Me”/”Careless
Loving” (RAM 26626), two Honky-Tonk songs, by Larry Bamberg (note the wrong spelling) with
James Burton on lap steel guitar and Leon Post on piano. That record was reviewed in The Billboard
edition dated September 8, 1956 and noted 62/63. That second issue on the label showcased for
the first time the famous “ram head” logo on a silver and bright red label carrying the complete
company address and Allstar Music publishing right mention.
Larry Bamburg and James Burton also provided the backing on the sides recorded by Johnny
Roberts and The Dixie Boy, an old time hillbilly singer. “Sitting Alone In The Moonlight” b/w “Little
French Sweetheart” were issued on RAM 36621 while “Dixie Blues” b/w “I Wish You Were With Me
Tonight” were issued on RAM 46621. “Dixie Blues”, mentioned in the Billboard issue dated
September 15, 1956 carries heavy shades of Jimmie Rodgers and “Little French Sweetheart” is a
Louisiana Waltz.
The first rockabilly record on RAM was “You Won’t Know Why ‘Till I’m Gone”/”Wilson Blues No 1”
(RAM 15551) cut by James Wilson and The Jimmie-Cats in May 1956 or earlier. Aged only 16, still
a student at Fair Park High School, James is backed on those self-penned songs by James Burton
(ld gtr), Larry Bamburg (bass) and Ronnie Lewis (dms). Ronnie Lewis is no other than Stan Lewis’
brother. There’s also great piano work maybe by Leon Post, a Louisiana Hayride staff musician or
Virgil Dixon, a member of James’ band who included also Johnny Nelson (dms), Jimmy Johnson
(gtr), Jimmie Taylor (gtr). James’ plaintive vocals are just great and make that double sided wonder
a very rare record that could match with some releases on “Meteor”. The record was reviewed in
Billboard as “a rhythmic down home type country blues”. Then Mira used to have 300 to 500 45 rpm
copies out of the pressing plant using RCA custom facilities.
To tie up with the release of the records, Mira Smith featured her artists in her “Country Store Party”
show, co-produced with Buddy Sepaugh, which was presented on Thursday night from The Venus
Theatre, a 650 seat venue, located at 2426 Lakeshore Drive. The show was also performed at the
Courtyard Theater Bldg located at 2400 Lakeshore Drive.
A live recording of “If I had Me A Woman” by James Wilson, featuring heavy drums, still survives
today. On that show were often featured Dottie & Sally, Linda Brannon, Bobby McGhee, Charlotte
Hunter, Sylvia Gay, Johnny Roberts. The back-up band was led by Larry Bamburg with James
Burton (gtr), Bobby Hammett (gtr, mandolin), Jerry Winderweedle (gtr), Bobby Morehead (bs). You
can have all that cast and Jeff Dale, a Kent DJ, as MC for 90c a seat.
A few live recordings survive like “Sweet Dreams” and “Any Old Time” by Larry Bamburg, “Don’t
Bother Me” by Linda Brannon and “I’ll be True” by Charlotte Hunter. Charlotte Ray Hunter, from
KAPK radio station in Minden (Louisiana), worked also in the studio with Larry Bamburg and James
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Burton recording “Lonesome Heart”, a country ballad written by Mira Smith, but unissued until 1994.
I don’t think it’s the same crew backing her on “You and I Love” issued in 1957 on the RAM EP RA
57228 but maybe on “When There’s No One” issued with ”Now Is The Time” (K 5811) in 1957.
Charlotte worked on stage with James Wilson at least once for a “Bighorn Trail Show”, in May 1956,
featuring other Mira’s stable artists and Larry Bamburg acting as MC. Among the non-RAM artists
for those shows were Ramona Kenny and with Tommy Cassel who recorded with James Burton four
fabulous rockabilly sides issued on his own “Cassel” label.
In 1959, a custom deal came for Larry Lincoln (Larry Bamburg in disguise ‘cause many MCs had
trouble pronouncing his name), who cut two sides at Mira’s location issued on his own Fido 011 “My
Baby Went Away”/”That’ll Hold You”. “My Baby Went Away”, co-written with Billy Sanford, is a
bluesy song led by sax and I will not be surprised if we have here Mira Smith on guitar. “That’ll Hold
You”, whose publishing rights were given to Hip Hill is more rockin’ and may have Rose and
Margaret Lewis bringing tasty vocal support.
On July 10, 1959, Larry Lincoln guested at Mira’s “Big Rock Party” at The Shreveport Municipal
Auditorium with Margaret Lewis, Dean & Marc, Johnny Mann, Carol Williams and The Lonesome
Drifter. He was sometimes introduced as Leaping Larry Lincoln.
In 1959, Larry met up with another female entrepreneur, songwriter May Long, and they decided to
set up a studio together. The project never got off the ground. A quote in The Billboard dated
November 9, 1959 breaks the news of Larry Bamberg of Shreveport setting a record label named
“Platonic”. No release being known, maybe that info refers to the May Long unsuccessful association.
After Larry had quit the music, he took up antiques from America, England, France and Germany
and made a good living sharing his memories with old and new friends. He guested with Felton
Pruitt, Joe Osborn, Tillman Franks, Reggie Young, Claude King and many others, the Louisiana
Hayride Homecoming spectacular on April 3, 1999 at Shreveport Municipal Auditorium.
In July 2009, Larry was featured in a French magazine titled “Rock and Roll Revue” for their 50th
issue. Here he was pictured with Endom Spires (Buddy Sepaugh) and his story is briefly told in that
two-part tribute to Mira Smith.
In March 2010, Larry was pictured with Linda Brannon and James Burton, on stage in 1956, in
another long paper about RAM records printed by “Big Beat of The 50’s”, an Australian musical
magazine. Those magazines were sent to Larry who enjoyed his long overdue recognition for his
musical abilities. It often takes time for people to understand the cultural value of regional music or
arts but we are a lot all around the world working hard to reach that goal from talented writers like
John Broven, witnesses of the time like Tillman Franks or Frank Page or FAME foundation.
Larry will rest forever in Coushatta, Louisiana, a town located on US Highway 71 between
Shreveport and Natchitoches. Played at the celebration were “Put My Little Shoes Away” (written in
1873) and recorded by Larry in the late 70’s but also “Send The Light” and “Will The Circle Be
Unbroken?” as recorded by Margaret Lewis (vcl/gtr) with Tillman Franks (bs), Fred Carter Jr (gtr)
and Larry Bamburg (fdl). Larry had also left a few unissued sides like “A Home For The Lonely” and
“One Step Away” (written by Mira Smith and James Burton), two beautiful country songs.
If you want to enjoy the relaxed honky-tonk sound of Larry and his Louisiana Drifters, it is made
possible thanks to Borras and Alton and Margaret Warwick with “Cheating On Me”
We will cherish keeping the legacy alive like Larry did helping Ray Topping to assemble the fabulous
ACE CDs dedicated to Mira Smith’s musical legacy. Those friends are now reunited and Larry will
probably tell her he did not know why players today have to use ‘tuners’ – “…we never had to in the
early days and everybody was in tune!” And of course he was correct.
Today I sure had the Dixie Blues.
Thanks to Margaret Lewis, Alton Warwick and Lynn Ours.
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
July 6, 2011
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Tony’s Fifties Rock'n'Roll Birthday Bash
They could have been England’s answer to the Everly Brothers with a half century of harmony hits.
Instead, they were Britain’s version of the Kalin Twins, with one mega-million selling single and
then… nothing.
The Allisons

We are talking about The Allisons, whose debut single
topped the charts, and carried the country’s hopes in the
Eurovision song contest of 1961.
They can still harmonise beautifully, fifty years later, as
they proved at The Water Rats Theatre in London’s
Kings Cross. Entrepreneur and agent Keith “The Hat”
Woods put together a package show to honour the 73rd
birthday of ace snapper and globetrotter Tony Annis with
the Allisons’ reunion the surprise hit of the night.

With John Allison strumming a distinctive bowl-backed
Ovation guitar, and Bob Allison on high harmonies, the “brothers” came storming onto the stage with
an energetic Tutti Frutti to emphasise their Rock’n’Roll credentials.
They admitted the Everly’s influence with a note perfect All I Have to Do Is Dream, followed by a
lively Bye Bye Love, and then into Rick Nelson’s Hello Mary Lou before launching into what became
the number two in that Eurovision song contest in Cannes, Are You Sure?
The song was written by John, and was submitted as a demo to Fontana Records, who not only
signed them but also suggested they enter the British heats of Eurovision, which they won. It was
the first UK entry that was neither a novelty nor a boring ballad, and was not performed by
middle-agers.
John admitted to the audience: “It all happened very quickly. We knocked Elvis Presley off the top
of the UK charts twice, and sold a million copies. No-one was more surprised than us.”
The evening opened with a set from Rockin’ Gerry Champion, who takes his stage name from his
days as a race-winning jockey, and is celebrated by his fans as the concert world’s best ice-breaker,
a warm-up man guaranteed to get the coldest crowd into party mood.
Ably backed by The TFTW House Band a.k.a. The Bipolar Bears, Gerry,
resplendent in an Hawaiian shirt nearly as loud as the group, tore in with
I’m Ready, keeping up the pace with High School Confidential, which
proved a showcase for the keyboard talents of his duo-partner Claire
Hamlin.

Claire Hamlin

Claire consistently proves herself the
UK’s number one Rock’n’Roll and
boogie pianist, and tonight was no
Brian Clark exception. Together with drummer Brian “Bunter” Clark, bassist
Robb Davis and guitarist John Spencely, this tight little outfit has
a growing reputation on the circuit for their skill and versatility.
Next up was Ray Lee Elliott,
grandson of G.H. Elliott, who
John Spencely, Robb Davis
recorded in the thirties as The
Chocolate Coloured Coon, scoring the UK hit with Lily of Laguna.
Times have changed, and Ray Lee proved himself as competent a
singer as his late granddad without the need for facepaint, with Move
It, Route 66, and Dream Lover.
Ray Lee Elliott
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Tony Annis has proved himself expert in a variety of fields including photography, film editing and
floor managing TV shows, and his sister Francesca is an above-the-title ageless actress.
It seems their talents have been passed on to other members
of the family, and Pat Annis, Tony’s son, is an excellent
vocalist, not normally specialising in Rock’n’Roll. But Dad
wanted a Rock’n’Roll party, and so Pat obliged with a Gene
Vincent styling on You Belong to Me, Del Shannon’s
Runaway, and the Beatles rip-off I Saw Her Standing There,
an obvious re-write of Little Queenie.

Pat Annis

Pat’s other half, styled as Lady
Stardust, opened with the Shirelles’
Mama Said, and then into Gloria Jones’
Tainted Love, probably better known to this audience via the
version by Dave Phillips and the Hot Rod Gang. Stardust? She
certainly had star quality.
Lady Stardust
(Michelle Crowley)

An average DJ filled spots between the acts with a self-indulgent
set of obscurities completely at odds with the on-stage excitement.

Part two opened with more from Rockin’ Gerry, bringing the
crowd back stage-front with a rip-roaring Jailhouse Rock. Gerry has been offered a
slot entertaining on a TransAtlantic cruise to New York. We just hope the liner has
stabilisers when Gerry rocks that boat!

A DJ

Then came the Allisons, and hot on their heels, a second set from Pat
Annis, with an excellent take on Runaround Sue, and a crowd-pleasing
version of Twist and Shout.

Corliss Randall

The glamorous Corliss Randall had left her native New Orleans at 5am
that morning, but the flame-haired blues
Goddess was still in perfect shape as she
stalked the stage performing perhaps
unfamiliar material with confidence. Her deep
and sexy vocalising had most of the male
members of the audience hot and bothered.

It was left to sixties survivor Danny Rivers to
close the show, and he meshed perfectly with the hard-working backing
band as he opened with Elvis’ Little Sister, before moving on to more
standards including Sweet Little Sixteen, 20 Flight Rock, Baby Let’s Play
House, Mess o’ Blues and Danny.

Danny Rivers

Not for the first time that night, guitarist John
Spencely proved why he is the guitarist of choice for so many rocking
singers who seek authenticity and skill to enhance their shows.
But the evening was far from over as MC Keith Woods clambered on
to the stage to get all the acts who had performed that evening to pay
tribute to the birthday boy. The microphone passed from hand to hand
as all celebrated the host’s big day, and he was clearly moved by their
good wishes.
Later, he said: “It was the party of a lifetime.”
Words - John Howard
Pictures - Tony Annis
The man who needs no
introduction

See Tony Papard’s recording of some of the show here
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What Rock’n’Roll Did For Me
By Neil Foster

The first thing to say is that R’n’R nearly did for me! I am still paying off debts
incurred during the time I ran the VRRAS (Vintage R’n’R Appreciation Society) and
put out a few books: “I Remember Gene Vincent” by Alan Vince and a tribute book
to Eddie Cochran. A R’n’R fan of my acquaintance once said to me, “I don’t know
why you bother”. Well the answer is that I couldn’t help bothering as I am a R’n’R
fan and always will be.
The above is the MINUS side to my fascination with the greatest pop music ever. What follows is
the PLUS side.

1. My musical horizons were enormously extended from 1956 onwards. In that year I bought
my first record – “Blueberry Hill” by Fats Domino on a 78rpm disc. I was so abysmally ignorant
that I didn’t even know that he was black! I remember my surprise when I saw a photo of him
on an EP. I learned that this kind of music was called “Rhythm and Blues”. What, I wondered,
was “Blues”? I soon learned!
I was fascinated by the feeling that Domino put into his singing; the warm, instantly
recognizable voice, and the wonderful, lazy, lilting piano playing. The “B” side, “I Can’t Go
On” was completely different in tempo and mood and it featured a solo on the tenor sax, an
instrument I immediately fell in love with (sound and looks).

2. I learned to play the tenor sax. I was never very good (I couldn’t improvise a solo, for
example) but I also learned to read music after a fashion. The saxophone has the reputation
of being the easiest instrument on which to play a tune and also the fingering is very simple
(unlike that of the clarinet). Fortunately, few people know this, so, provided I didn’t hit any
wrong notes, I got away with it!

3. I learned to appreciate jazz. Quite late on during my sax lessons, the teacher told me that it
was time I decided what kind of tone I should aim for. I asked him how I could do this and he
told me that I should listen to as many sax masters as I could and choose one, then try to
copy his tone as closely as I could. I asked a jazz-loving friend (who hated R’n’R) to lend me
some LPs and he lent me three:

(a) Coleman Hawkins (Say no more! The main man!)
(b) Charlie Parker (Yes, I know that Parker played alto not
tenor but I think my friend wanted to make me a Parker fan and he
did.
(c) Lester Young (Prez) An LP called “Blue Lester”. I adored that record (and
his tone) so much that I bought a copy for myself.
Now I was a jazz fan, as well as a R’n’R fan, a Blues fan and an R&B fan. I could only have
come to jazz via R’n’R as none of my family likes jazz (of any kind).

4. I joined a R’n’R band (The Delacardoes) and was present at the birth of Merseybeat
(although we didn’t call it that, then). This was a very exciting and vibrant time for me. I have
tried to distil the essence of it in my novel “Cradle of Rock”. It took me 40 years to get it into
print (I published it myself as no-one else was interested). It was greeted with deafening
silence but no matter; I had achieved my ambition and they can’t take that away from me.

5. I made many new friends through my interest in R’n’R and some of them are still my friends
today. My passion for writing was well-exercised in the pages of our magazine “Not Fade
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Away” which grew from a small, duplicated publication to an A4, professionally-produced
magazine, with a glossy cover. Of course, like everything else I have done, it lost truck-loads
of money. I am no businessman and I have a full set of tramp’s clothing to prove it.
6. R’n’R made me far more confident, extravert and outgoing. I was a shy guy up to then,
lacking in force of personality. And then I discovered jiving! From the first R’n’R film I had
seen, the sight of dancing couples whirling in wild abandon thrilled and excited me almost
as much as the music. I said to myself that I must learn to dance like that!
But how? It was 1958 before I found the answer. The Victor Silvester Dance Studio, over
the Odeon Cinema in London Road, Liverpool was running a 6-week course in ballroom
dancing - quickstep, foxtrot, rhumba, samba and R’n’R! I went with my best friend, Charlie
Richmond who, like me, worked in Liverpool Public Libraries. I soon found that I could not
jive the Victor Silvester way. I became very depressed. Then one night I decided to move
my feet the way they wanted to move, not the way Victor Silvester wanted them to move.
That is the way I have jived ever since.
A friend once told me, "I've never seen anyone jive as fast as you." Another told me, "If you
looked at your body, you'd swear that you were out of time but if you looked at your feet, you
are never out of time". Even my sax teacher, who hated R’n’R and didn't like me much said,
"You have a very good sense of rhythm".
However, you are only as good as the girl you jive with. If she has a good sense of rhythm,
then jiving with her is exhilarating. It's very good exercise, too! By the way, I don't do the
really athletic stuff as my balance (I am pushing 72) is not what it was.

7. The foundation of the VRRAS and all its activities led to my appearing on local radio (Radio
Merseyside) and even TV. However, my ego was somewhat deflated when one of my work
colleagues (a foreman electrician) commented, “You are not very photogenic, mate”. I felt
tempted to reply, “Maybe not, Bill, but at least they can get all my nose on the screen.” I
should explain that he had a large, bulbous, hooked nose and his nickname on site was “Old
Bent-Nose”. He was widely disliked as well. He’s probably dead by now and if so, it was
probably the best thing that had ever happened to him! (Don’t be cruel, Neil!) (Oh, all right.
But I’ll still keep on being honest!).

8. I started wearing Teddy boy clothes in the 1970s because so many of my R’n’R
friends did. This led to more publicity and appearances in the pages of local
newspapers etc. I made a study of the original 1950’s Teddy boys and found that
there were lots of myths about them. For example most people believe that R’n’R
and Teddy boys appeared at the same time. Not so. There were Teds in existence
at least 3 years before R’n’R and they danced to jazz, mainly. Nor were they all
violent thugs, as legend has it. The non-violent ones simply wanted to wear their
own choice of clothes and listen to their own choice of music but this was not
possible until the emergence of R’n’R. Also, the tabloids exaggerated their
“threat to society” and “menace on our streets”, as they always do. I could
mention lots more inaccuracies but I don’t want to make this article a treatise on
the Teddy boy phenomenon.

9. I came to respect and admire black culture and achievements. A work colleague once said
to me, “Nothing looks more real than a Negro”. Right! They make most whites look half-dead!

10. Lastly, I feel the same about R’n’R as I did in 1956. I shall always be glad that I was lucky
enough to encounter it in the beginning and it certainly taught me a lot about many other
forms of music. It changed my life forever and I still say it was and is still the greatest and
most entertaining pop music of all time.

Rock on, Cats and Kittens!
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The Vintage Festival has been a recent addition to London's roster of all-ages festival events but,
judging from the size of the crowds attending and despite the exorbitant admission fee it's a very
popular weekend-long event. This year's event, which commemorated 60 years since the Festival
of Britain delighted an austerity-worn nation, took place from July 29th-31st, in balmy weather, on
the Southbank; the live music primarily took place within the Royal Festival Hall building, though
there was live music mainly of a rock nature rather than roots, in the Queen Elizabeth Hall foyer.
More on that in a tick, however.
On Level 2 of the five-level Festival Hall building, the Torch Club was set up for jump-jive fans and
featured performances by Ondrej Havelka and his Melody Makers; fans of the genre, alternatively,
could try out the Black Cotton Club on Level 4 where the Hep Chaps, the Dixie Ticklers and the Shirt
Tail Stompers strutted their stuff.
We are concerned, as far as this review goes, with Level 5 on which the "Let It Rock" room was
housed. On the Friday night I only managed to see Voola and the Jayhawks put the whammy on
the hep cats and the "normals", but what a great performance Rohan Lopez (vocal), Brian Iddendon
and Alex Bland (saxes), Antonio Coni (guitar) Darren Richards (upright bass) and Ian Bowerman
(drums) gave, mixing Screamin' Jay Hawkins favourites like "Alligator Wine", "There's Something
Wrong With You", "Temptation", "Little Demon", and, of course, "I Put A Spell On You" with things
like the Coasters' "The Shadow Knows", all great stuff.
A mention in dispatches, incidentally, to Rudy La Croix, Katy Prado and the Mamboleros and
King Salami and the Cumberland 3 who also appeared at Let It Rock on Friday.
On Saturday there were more great live sounds to savour, and I was especially pleased to discover
that pianist/vocalist Diz Watson and his conga player Tony Uter were down to do a lunchtime set
in the foyer of the Queen Elizabeth Hall, with hot recorded R&B/ska courtesy of Graeme Miall,
former landlord of the Oval pub in East Croydon where I and my fellow Woodie buddies saw so
many memorable gigs; great to see Graeme again. Anyhow, Diz and Tony were in as good a form
as you'd expect, with inclusions like Sugarboy Crawford's "Jockomo", "Goodnight Irene", a medley
of "Roses Of Picardy"/"Swannee River Rock"/"Bluecoat Man", Dr. John's "Such A Night", James
Booker's "United We Stand", Professor Longhair's "Mess Around" and "Mardi Gras In New Orleans",
Jerry Lee's "I'd Do It All Again", Kid Ory's "Muskrat Ramble" and Jimmy Liggins' "Saturday Night
Boogie Woogie Man".
That evening wasn't spent in Let It Rock by yours truly (apologies to Si Cranstoun, Spizzenergi,
Black Elvis - aka Colbert Hamilton - the Caezars and the Jim Jones Revue) but I did catch a little of
the Bonneville Barons' set which included "This Heart Of Mine", Junior Thompson's "Mama's Little
Baby", "Family Tree Rag", "Husband Number Four", the Buddy Holly-ish "I Can't Wait", Johnny
Cash's "Cry Cry Cry", "Prison Ride", "Fortune Telling Baby", "Whale Tail", the Johnny Burnette-ish
"Please Please Love Me", "Forget Me" and "Baby If You Only Knew".
That evening I was in soulful mode at the Festival Hall itself for
a mainly splendid gig with some very special performers; first
to appear was former Undisputed Truth lead singer Joe Harris
who impressed me in his opening spot with a neat version of
the Impressions' "I've Been Trying". Following on was popular
expatriate Jimmy James, in splendid physical and vocal
shape with "I'll Go Where The Music Takes Me", "Red Red
Wine" and a tasty take on the Temptations' "The Way You Do
The Things You Do". Next were the Flirtations, who strutted
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Flirtations

and testified to fine effect on Thelma Jones' "Stronger", J. Frank Wilson's Northern anthem "Do
I Love You", Marvin Gaye's "Little Darling", "Can't Stop Loving" and "Back On Track".
The Flirts were swiftly followed by something truly special in the slightly
stricken shape of former Rose Royce lead vocalist Gwen Dickie,
stricken in that she suffered a fall at home just prior to flying to the UK
for this gig. Perched on a stool, she sung all the Rose Royce hits to
perfection; "Is It Love You're After", "Wishing On A Star", "Love Don't
Live Here Anymore" and "Car Wash" were superbly rendered, and
Gwen certainly surprised me with the quality of her voice and
technique, she could really get down and testify with the best of 'em,
and perhaps not surprisingly she got the biggest ovation of the night.

Gwen Dickie

Following a nondescript performance (for me) by former Average White
Band guitarist Hamish Stuart, it was time for a reallllll soul legend,
Percy Sledge! Yes, the one and only
Percy
Percy Sledge, still looking good at 70, the question was, could he
Sledge
still hit them high notes as in days of yore? Totally! On one new
song (evidently) "24/7", he even did a few neat little dance steps.
Other than that, the Muscle Shoals classics generally took
precedence; "My Special Prayer", "Take Time To Know Her", a
magnificent "Dark End Of The Street" and a superbly-nailed "When
A Man Loves A Woman"........and Procul Harum's "A Whiter Shade
Of Pale"! The latter worked well though, it has to be said.
Following on was the legendary Booker T with his American band,
who sadly disappointed due essentially to an eager lead guitarist
offering, more often than not, OTT heavy guitar solos, possessing
none of the sly funkiness and cool understatement of the MG's
original guitarist, Steve Cropper. Starting well with "Green Onions"
things took a disappointing dip after that. But that didn't spoil what
was essentially a first-rate, value-for-money show at £15 a ticket.
What will Sunday bring, I wonder? Well, the "Let It Rock" room yielded some quality sounds
firstly from Dollar Bill (aka Ian Bowerman) who provided some great one-man-band blues in the
style of Joe Hill Louis/Doctor Ross, accompanying himself on guitar, bass drum, hi-hat and
harmonica, with songs such as "Good Morning Judge", "I Love My Baby", "Tears Tears Tears",
"Baby Please Don't Go", "Dollar Bill Breakdown", Slim Harpo's "Shake Your Hips" and "Feel So
Good".
More quality blues followed with the ever-superb Big Joe Louis and the Blues Kings,
completed by King David Purdy on guitar and Peter Greatorex on drums; these guys impressed
with such songs as Houston Boines' "Monkey Motion", R.L. Burnside's "See My Jumper Out On
The Line", "Baby Please Don't Go", "Catfish Blues" and "She Was All The World To Me".
Then a hot little band known as Snakebone and led by ace guitarist/singer Antonio Coni
impressed with a mixture of rockin' R&B and gentle swing with things like Little Walter's "It Ain't
Right", Wild Bill Moore's "We're Gonna Rock", a funky take on Slim Harpo's "Bobby Sox Baby",
"You Got Me Crazy Baby", Guitar Junior's "The Crawl" and Otis Rush's "Keep A Lovin' Me
Baby".
Big Boy Bloater and his new band, the Limits, closed the night but I had to head for home in
order to catch the last trains. A splendid weekend all in all, despite the somewhat ridiculous
admission prices.
Afraid I haven't got any new CD reviews to hand, but hope to be back with a column for next
issue.
Hardrock Bunter
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20 QUESTIONS

1. When did ''Little Suzie'' finally wake up?
(a) The movie's over, it's 2 o'clock
(b) The movie's over, it's 3 o'clock
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More than 700 London folk turned out for a Fabulous Fifties event at the
Museum of London in August - but not a single Woodie or Edwardian
among them (or at least none that he could see - H). Perhaps because
Teds and most Woodies don't read Time Out, The Guardian, Twitter or
any of the other right-on publications which were used to advertise the ersatz event... What was on
offer was the chance to learn corsage making, the opportunity for a fifties make-over, two talks on
Fifties Soho and Fifties clothing, and a demonstration of Fifties badge-making.
About the only authentic offerings came from live band Laura B. and the Moonlighters, and a dance
display and lesson from the London Swing Dance Society. If a few Woodies had turned up, we could
have offered our opinions on Jack Spot, that Eden fellow, the Suez crisis and what to do about the
Kikiyu, but it was not to be.
Particularly irritating were the fifties food and drink offerings. I don't remember Tempura Vegetables
in the fifties, but these right-on types have to cater for today's vegetarian audience despite the billing
of a "fifties" food stand that sold chips in cones rather than greaseproof paper, and there was no
vinegar or salt shaker, and what should have been six of chips (ie 6p) were considerably more than
that. Just two other offerings of fifties food, fish'n'chips, again in a paper cone, and spotted dick with
Bird's custard.
What about some rice pudding, sago, semolina, or tapioca? What about suet pudding, stuffed
hearts, macaroni cheese for the vegetarians, or dripping on toast?
The "fifties bar" had no cream soda, or even lemonade. They consistently misspelled "duffel" as in
duffel coat for the fifties clothing lecture, and prices for drinks were close to a week's wages in 1951.
I've had previous experiences of museums curated by know-nothings who seem strangers to
research - what was described as a homburg hat at one was not even a homburg.
If they can't get things right that are within living memory, how accurate are their displays of Roman,
Saxon, Tudor or any other artifacts from the past? If you anticipated period photographs, models of
the icons of the Festival of Britain like The Skylon, stills from fifties flicks like The Day The Earth
Stood Still or Forbidden Planet, you were sadly out of luck.
That said, it was Laura B.'s nine piece band who entertained the most, and the organisers could not
get that right, either. Doors were due to open at 6.30pm, and the band was told to start playing at
6.30pm, two floors below the main entrance. The doors actually opened at 6.35pm, and I was the
first in to see the band - and found myself alone as Laura and her boys did their stuff, and was joined
by the merest handful of fans when their first set of three finished at 7pm.
It was a different story by 7.30pm when the band, with their distinctive Wynona Carr, Etta James
and Laverne Baker stylings came back on. Laura has a great voice, easy crowd rapport, looks
authentic and positively toothsome with her smart outfits and
hair decorations, and has a hand-picked set of players who
rock when required, but are not beyond the jazzy fills to please
the discerning.
They have added a guitarist for a broader sound, and are
locked into the rhythm by founder member Paul Richardson
on drums, and now full-time bassist Wayne Hopkins who is
preceded by both reputation and a girth that suggests he is no
stranger to good living.
All other attractions were ignored when the band struck up,
and despite all its other failings, this fifties event resulted in a
good time with excellent entertainment thanks to a band at the
top of its form. They are promising a new CD this year, and I
am placing an early order.
John Howard
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Laura B

GRANNY
ANDROULLA’S
CYPRUS COACH
TOURS ACROSS
GREEN LINE

AUNTIE SOPHIA’S
ARRANGED
MARRIAGES
Marry nice Greek girl
with big dowry! Make
you lots of Greek
babies to look after
you in old age.

See beautiful Kypros,
including land Turks
and British stole
from us
(Occupied Zone and
British Sovereign
Bases)

Greek wife do
housework, husband
free to drink coffee
and play
backgammon.

Stay in traditional
village. You sleep
with cows and goats
on hay – very fresh
milk available
straight from source!

Traditional Greek
Orthodox wedding,
pin lot of moneys on
bride’s dress!

Auntie Sophie arrange Uncle
Zacharius (Greek priest) to
marry you in this lovely Greek
church!
Granny Androulla will welcome
you to Cyprus, stay in her villa!
Wedding church

He marry you

Beautiful Kypros

Granny Androulla’s luxury villa

ADOPT A GREEK BABY! SYLVIA (KOSTAS’ WIFE) HAS 10 FOR SALE – BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
Nice babies, left by Sylvia’s clients - all Greek men. Sylvia no want – too many, too mush troubles, she
have 6 of Kostas’ children already. Two baby left by English client – these on special offer!

COUSIN DESPINA’S LUXURY ACCOMMODATION IN LONDON FOR RENT!
Stay in Cousin Despina’s luxury house in Kilburn, Northwest London. Only 32 people in house already, so you
can sleep in bath, on bathroom floor or under kitchen sink. No mush rent, and Cousin Despina throw in free
blankets made by Granny Thesoulla in Kypros.
YOUTUBE
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With a new colour sleeve showing four awkward looking Crickets at WIBX
New York in 1957, this 3rd edition was issued on the 50th anniversary of
Holly’s death in 2009. Heavily revised with a further one hundred pages and
many black and white photos, it includes more information about the Crickets,
especially post 1959. John Beecher wrote the original “Introduction” which is
now renamed the “Foreword” plus an additional new piece. The new much
improved two pages of “Introduction” is penned by the author, but still one
page short of his three page “Acknowledgements”, a who’s who of
Rock'n'Roll contributors
For those not familiar with the original edition, which was originally published
as “The A-Z of Buddy Holly” in 1996, the title holds no surprise that it is a
reference book containing an alphabetical list of facts linked to the singer. So
for instance the llisons, fresh from the TFTW Tony Annis birthday party,
have an early re-write mention in the book, reminding us that they released an LP containing three
Holly songs. Even another TFTW performer, ony Sheridan, gets three paragraphs having sung
“Oh Boy” on the TV show of the same name. The late rockabilly immy Lee Fautheree is a new
inclusion because he acknowledges Holly in a pre-1959 song. onnie Donegan who would have
eventually been hired by Keith Woods had he, Donegan, not slipped away Over To The New
Burying Ground, even gets a re-write, and for that reason alone the book gets my stamp of approval.
The alpha list is not just dedicated to performers, but includes headings as diverse as a section on
“ verdubs”, very relevant to some Holly releases, and eechcraft Bonanza, the plane that ended
four lives. There is a “Selected Bibliography” and a “Useful Addresses” page included in its 318
pages.
Whilst Holly’s life story, to some degree, is fragmented within the pages, there is an expectation the
reader is familiar with the well known facts, so anybody new to Holly’s music I suggest will first need
to read any one of the several books on Holly’s life, keeping the 3rd edition “A-Z” at his or her elbow.
This is a well researched book from Norwich born author Alan Mann, essential for the researcher,
and as with all encyclopaedias, there to dip into until the next issue comes along.
Ken Major

The Sun Never Sets On Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris to The
Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Johnny Preston, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott, Ray
Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Chas Hodges Rock'n'Roll Trio and from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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New Orleans 1682 to 1917
Historic Ramblings of a Jazz Aficionado
In 1682 the French explorer and entrepreneur Cavelier, went down the Mississippi to New Orleans,
and claimed the entire river valley for France, naming it Louisiana after the French King.
By 1728 New Orleans resembled a large bar of chocolate sat on Decatur Street, but there were
problems with snakes and mosquitoes. Not withstanding this, in 1791 6,000 French fled to New
Orleans from Haiti.
In 1763 the French ceded Louisiana to Spain, but 40 years later Spain gave it back and then France
sold it to the United States government. Even then New Orleans was known for its dancing with
Grand Balls being the norm. For many years Opera was the king, but also sweet music and blues
were played, but not so regularly.
In 1832 cholera and yellow fever were widespread; in 1842 and 1853 further epidemics decimated
the population. Not until 1905 did the United States Government identify the mosquito as the villain
of the piece. This however did not deter immigration from Germany and Ireland. Shotgun houses
were built to accommodate these new immigrants.
In 1850 brass bands played funeral music and later in the century Cuban music and Mexican bands
added spice to the New Orleans mix.
In 1894 the easy going nature of New Orleans was
threatened when Creoles of colour were reclassified as
coloured. In 1892 Plessy was arrested for travelling first
class in a whites only carriage.
In 1896 the appeal heard in the Supreme Court ruled
segregation did not place blacks in an inferior position; this
was a ruling that affected America for 60 years.
In 1900 Ragtime came to prominence and opened the way
for jazz. In 1910 the coloured James Johnson won the
Canal Street
heavyweight boxing title beating a white opponent, and
this led to widespread unrest. At this time sweet popular
tunes and blues were played by black, Creole and white bands.
In the 1890s Joe Robichaux, Buddy Bolden and the Creole Alfonse Picou,
together with the white Jack Lane played at many of the high class Balls during
this period. All worked in strictly confined and defined ballrooms, dance halls
and cabaret clubs. Canal Street was the defining line and was cobbled, but
most of the others were mud tracks.

Buddy Bolden

Buddy Bolden was a mythical figure during the 1890s and right up to 1906
when sadly he entered a mental hospital and never played again. He played a
loud cornet and, when he went into the asylum, Frank Dusen took over the
band until 1917. Bunk Johnson played with the band during this period; King
Oliver also played, the music being mostly blues.

Musicians began to travel; Freddie Keppard, Sidney Bechet and Bunk Johnson led the way, mostly
in travelling caravans through the South and West. In 1917 La Rocca and the original Dixieland jazz
band recorded Livery Stable Blues. Several other bands claimed to have recorded before this but
this was the Big Bang as far as jazz was concerned. In the same year Storyville was closed and a
certain Louis Armstrong was coming to the fore.

Ian McNeil

Next ramble will be from 1917...
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Author Ian Dunlop was a member of the International Submarine
Band prior to any recognition, a member of The Flying Burrito Brothers
before their hits, and a close friend and musical collaborator with
Byrds member Gram Parsons, but wasn't a member of The Byrds.
So why is he writing a book about the country/rock crossover of the
late sixties, and why is it published now?
It so happens that the half-English Dunlop is a mighty fine writer, and
the format of his book, part-road trip, part-memoir of an attempted
musical breakthrough, stuffed full of anecdote and incident, makes it
an easy and entertaining read.
Personally, I thought country/rock was a particularly blind alley with
the notable exceptions of Rick Nelson's Stone Canyon Band, Mike
Nesmith's First National Band, and The Byrds Sweethearts of the
Rodeo album.
The Flying Burritos, for instance, with their weedy covers and sparse
instrumentation, paled in comparison with the acts they covered, and why put up with them when
you still had Tennessee Ernie Ford, Webb Pierce and Johnny Cash, for instance, doing the real
thing?
To me, they were the country equivalent of Showaddywaddy doing Rock’n’Roll. Yes,
Showaddywaddy had the drapes, and the Burritos had their suits made by Nudie Cohn who outfitted
everyone from Ray Price to Hank Williams, but neither had the feel or the talent for their chosen
genre.
Dunlop played in Boston and New York with Parsons, before they moved to Los Angeles, but finding
success elusive, Dunlop decided to head back to the east coast in a 1953 Volkswagen microbus.
He kept a detailed diary, had a good ear for dialogue, and it is this journey that provides the
backbone of this book. The blurb compares him to roadmeister Jack Kerouac, but I was more
reminded of Henry Miller's earlier Air Conditioned Nightmare as he describes his travels through the
America of 1968, against a backdrop of the Vietnam War, draft dodging and dope.
Interspersed with the journey are memories and conversations with Parsons and others at various
times and places which helps explain why Dunlop had reached the stage of effectively running away
from LA.
There are various mentions of the Joshua Tree national park, beloved of both Dunlop and Parsons,
and it seemed logical that the final destination of this book was to be the sad death of Grievous
Angel Parsons and his illegal cremation at Joshua Tree. But no.
The author says that his aim was to publish the notes - and drawings - he made at the time, with no
updates with the benefit of hindsight, so the tragic end of this tale remains unrecorded.
Parsons, who died in 1973, has become a US equivalent of Britain's own Nick Drake, an artist
unrecognised in his time, but whose reputation seems to grow year by year despite both their
untimely deaths.
This book will do no harm to the continued lionisation of Parsons, and will provide a good read for
those who like books about life on the road. There is no further explanation of that rather odd title in
the book itself.
John Howard
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Five years ago TFTW magazine published some anecdotes and quotes
about my father under the title ‘It’s All Greek To Me’. This is in the way of
a sequel, and I’ll try not to repeat myself.
My father was born in Cyprus in 1914 when it was under British rule. He
apparently never had a birth certificate, nor a surname, so when he came
to England he told them he was born the year after the bad harvest or
something similar and they worked it out from that. For a surname he said
he was the son of the village priest, hence ‘Papadopoulos’. However when
his brother came over he just said he was the son of Antony, so his
surname became ‘Papantoniou’. Don’t ask me about the different
endings, it’s all very complicated. Usually ‘os’ is masculine and ‘ou’ is
feminine, so husbands and wives have different surnames.
Hercules Papadopoulos

All this had to be standardized when they came to England. My dad’s first
name was Hercules but the Greek version is Eracles. Everyone called him
Herky or Pappy. My paternal grandfather, who I never met, apparently became a priest quite late in
life because that’s where the power and money were. My brother visited in 1966 and saw him peel
a few notes from a huge roll under his cassock so one of his tenant farmers could buy a new tractor.
How my father came to England is a story in itself. They still had arranged marriages, and his
parents had found a rich family in Limassol who had a daughter named Sophia. She came with a
big dowry, but when she arrived in the village dad took one look at her and thought ‘I’m not going to
marry that gorilla’ and fled to England. Sophie was equally unimpressed by Kallepia, my dad’s
village, where she broke her city shoes on the rough cobbles, had to sleep with the animals and his
mother on a pile of straw (and his mother apparently hadn’t taken her clothes off for 6 months so
stunk to high heaven), and the toilet facilities were a ditch in a field with a plank across it, and a pig
snorting around. The dowry had to be claimed, however, so dad’s brother Filaktis had to marry
Sophie. They too joined my dad in London.
In England dad worked as a chef and met my mother at the Overseas Club behind the Ritz Hotel,
where she worked as a waitress. His first business of his own was a pie and mash shop in
Walthamstow, but he didn’t have quite enough money to buy it, so my mother lent him her life
savings from her Post Office account. My mother worked hard in the shop, and of course ate her
meals there. After a few years he sold the business and as they drove back home in his car he was
boasting about how much profit he’d made. My mother nervously asked what her share was,
expecting at least her initial investment back, and he said: ‘Your share? You ate it in all the pie and
mash you had there.’ She never got her money back.
Once my mother asked for some more housekeeping money and he told her to go down Piccadilly
and earn some (Piccadilly then being a hang-out for prostitutes). He sublet a room to a woman who
said she was a nurse, but she seemed to have a lot of male visitors who only stayed a short time.
One day as they were driving home they saw her clearly soliciting by a roundabout. My mother was
shocked, as was my father judging by his reaction: ‘That is terrible, she is a prostitute. If I’d known
that when I let her have the room I’d have charged her twice as much rent!’
On one occasion my mother broke wind and he said: ‘It is a terrible thing you English do, this fart. If
a Greek man do this in Cyprus we charge him with the law!’ My mother couldn’t stop laughing, but
the more she laughed the angrier he got.
He told my maternal grandmother, then only middle-aged, that she shouldn’t wear green; not
because it was unlucky but because all ‘old womens should dress in black’. Once my mother saw
him take off his shirt and sell it just because a man admired it, so you see where my Greek-Cypriot
characters like Madam Moussaka come from.
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In our luxury West Hampstead flat there was once a sewage problem, and they had to call a
plumber, a funny little old cockney. My father was pacing up and down ranting and raving. It was the
1940s when five pounds was a fortune, much more than many people earned in a week. ‘£5 a week
I pay for this flat’, shouted my father, ’and what do I get? Shit! And not my shit, somebody else’s
shit!’ The plumber said to my mother: ‘’E don’t care wot ‘e sez, do ‘e, missus?’
He had a restaurant at Swiss Cottage, in fact it was the original Swiss cottage which gave the whole
area its name (not the public house, which looked nothing like a Swiss cottage at the time. It was
tarted up to look like a Swiss chalet years later.) My mother was told that when the area was all
farmland the restaurant building had been a farmhouse and a dairy. A Camden librarian has told me
it could have been a toll-keeper’s cottage as there was a toll-gate nearby.

Cottage Grill, 102 Finchley Road, Swiss Cottage (demolished in 1960s)

During the War he was serving horsemeat up as beef, and a government inspector came round one
day. My mother thought he’s for it now, but when the inspector found the horsemeat in the fridge my
father expressed horror that he should even suspect he served it to customers: ‘It’s for the staff, they
love it.’ He got away with it.
The staff in his shop were not always of the best calibre. Once my brother and I were sitting in the
restaurant waiting for him to arrive on his access visit and a middle-class couple came in. The
woman ordered a pot of tea and some lightly buttered toast. This was the 1950s, so imagine her
horror when the waitress plonked down two glasses of hot water with a foreign object floating in
them attached to a string. Never having seen a tea-bag before, and expecting a pot of tea with china
and silver service the woman protested: ‘What on Earth is this?’ ‘Is tea!’ ‘Where’s my toast?’ ‘It take
long while.’ ‘Evidently!’ The waitress disappeared, and then from behind the counter of the Espresso
bar came smoke and the smell of burning toast. The waitress reappeared, scraped the toast with a
knife and plonked the burnt offering on the woman’s plate. Those two customers never came back,
but when my mother told my dad about it he said: ‘Good job! We don’t want people like that just
ordering cups of tea, they should order a meal.’
My dad was never there for our access visits, so we spent hours bored stiff waiting for him to arrive
and ordering food and drinks, which of course we didn’t have to pay for. One day I ordered a
chocolate mousse and a Coke. In those days mousse came in big blocks like ice-cream. The
Greek-Cypriot waiter didn’t understand English and so I got a glass of Coca-Cola with a slice of
chocolate mousse floating around in it!
It was no better when he briefly acquired the Ikarus Travel and Estate Agency round the corner in
Belsize Road. He employed a Greek-Cypriot girl for the travel agency, and a woman came in one
day to book a flight to Naples. The girl looked blank and asked her: ‘Is in Cyprus or Greece?’ The
woman turned on her heels and walked out. Clearly the staff were not equipped to deal with any
destinations outside those two countries.
Once my dad was fined for knocking down a ‘Keep Left’ bollard on a road island in Regents Park.
His defence was that it shouldn’t have been in the middle of the road. When my mother tried to claim
maintenance money off him, the magistrate said: ‘This gentleman who has a luxury flat in West
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Hampstead, a restaurant in Swiss Cottage, who runs an Opel car has paid the princely sum of seven
and sixpence income tax in the last…..’ I forget how many months or years, but the magistrate was
clearly shocked.
You couldn’t give my father a birthday or Christmas present. My mother used to try, and he’d just
say he might as well take money from one pocket and put it in another. As kids we saved up and
gave him a clothes press one Christmas, and he just gave it back to us. Although he never paid
more than the minimum maintenance, he did give me and my brother a few hundred pounds each
Christmas for many years before he died in 1998. As stated in my previous article, he was also a
big benefactor for his village in Cyprus.
An atheist, he nevertheless was on Greek-Orthodox church committees in London and Cyprus and
paid lip-service to the religion, much as many in the former Socialist countries paid lip-service to
Socialism. Both for the same reasons – the Church in Cyprus and the Party in the Socialist countries
was all powerful and you had to keep in with them to get on. He told me off once when visiting a
church in a monastery because I walked around like a tourist, while he made a big show of kissing
all the icons and crossing himself. He said it didn’t matter if you were an atheist, you had to put on
a show as though you were a believer. The thing is although I may have been christened in a
Greek-Orthodox cathedral (in Moscow Road, London) I was never brought up in one so wasn’t even
familiar with the rituals.
I often wonder what my father knew about the events in Cyprus in July 1974 when first Greece (by
way of a fascist coup organized from the mainland designed to annex the whole island to Greece)
and then Turkey (to protect its citizens form ethnic cleansing) invaded the island. He was in Cyprus
at the time, and when he returned he declared Archbishop Makarios (deposed temporarily in the
coup) a ‘Communist’ and took his picture down from the mantelpiece in his Hampstead flat. This
comment and the fact that when these coups/invasions took place thousands of British troops
permanently stationed on the island (who were supposed to guarantee its independence) remained
totally inactive, have convinced me that all the events of 1974 leading to the division of Cyprus were
part of a NATO plot involving USA, UK, Greece and Turkey (all NATO members of course) to
depose Makarios because he was thought too pro-Soviet and he might allow Soviet ships to dock
in Cypriot ports or even allow them a base in Cyprus, giving the Soviets access to the
Mediterranean. Makarios survived the fascist Sampson coup and complained to the UN General
Assembly that Greece had invaded his country (before Turkey intervened). He returned as
President of the Greek part of the island, but very conveniently died three years later.
My father has no doubt now seen the error of his ways. It was a different culture, a different time.
Once he visited the flat in Camden Town where I lived with my mother, during the time I was a
fanatical Stalinist. Soviet and Maoist posters adorned the walls of my bedroom, and I even had an
altar to Communism consisting of a dressing table draped in the Soviet red hammer and sickle flag,
with a volume of the Collected Works of V. I. Lenin in place of The Bible and a statue of Lenin in
place of a Cross. I was out, but my father apparently went berserk when he saw tapestries of Lenin
and Stalin on my bedroom door complaining: ‘I come to my son’s room and what do I see?
Murderers!’ When my mother told me what he said I just replied it was a bit rich coming from him as
he had a picture of EOKA-B terrorist Colonel George Grivas on his mantelpiece in his flat in
Hampstead. When he moved back to Cyprus it went with him, and hung on the wall of his house in
Paphos till he died. I had taken my tapestries of Lenin and Stalin down decades before, but he still
had his murderer up on his wall. I was at his house for just about an hour or so after his funeral, and
the picture of Col. Grivas fell from its frame where it had sat for years. My father, on the Other Side,
had finally taken down his picture of a murderer!
Tony Papard
Some more YouTube clips chosen by Tony
Furious - young Teddy boy band currently on the circuit
Midnight Teds - Boogie Bop Dame
Sonny Burgess - Ain't Got A Thing (spot Tony in the audience)
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First, a few quotations to show you what I mean.
“Bill Haley was a most unlikely rockstar. He was overweight,
over thirty and not overly impressive on stage.”
(From “Rock Archives” by Michael Ochs 1985)
“Just to look at him, you could see that stocky, chubby, moon-faced
Haley was not the stuff that stars are made of.”
Photo caption: “His arrival at Waterloo station from Southampton produced
scenes of pure hysteria. However, the outward success of the tour belied
the fact that, in the flesh, Haley was exposed as being quite old.
One of “them” pretending to be one of “us”.
“Haley killed his image by crossing the Atlantic”
“…his records, thin, reedy, impoverished as they now seem”
From “The Golden Years of Rock’n’Roll” (Story of Pop Special 1974) page 9.
Yet on page 8 (same publication) we read the following captions under two colour photos:
“Bill Haley and the Comets during their 1974 tour of Europe,
still getting all the Rock’n’Rollers on their feet.”
“Receiving an award from Olivia Newton John to commemorate
the sixth successful release of R.A.T.C. 1974”.
1. “Haley killed his own image by crossing the Atlantic” But obviously not by crossing the North
Sea. And anyway, it was not his own image but that of the writer.
2. “his records, thin, reedy, impoverished as they now seem”. You mean six times in succession?
Please buy yourself a new music system!
The writers of this publication really knew their stuff. See page 49 “the white singer, Larry
Williams!” They were colour-blind, as well as daft!
As for the familiar gibe about Haley’s appearance - fat, chubby-faced, old etc - the Rock’n’Roll fans
photographed on the special train from Southampton to London were close enough to him to see
what he looked like – were they bothered? No!
And, did the fans who packed his shows for years in
Europe, Australia, South America, ever ask for their
money back because of his age and appearance? None
that we know of. In fact, I would argue that that his
appearance was actually to his advantage. The kids were
flattered that he obviously loved and understood
Rock’n’Roll as much as they did. That was all that
mattered.
Another misconception about Haley is that he was a thick
hick from the sticks: not very intelligent and just lucky that
he was the first to become famous through Rock’n’Roll. In
fact, he was shrewd, intelligent, articulate, and a good judge of musical talent. The many great
musicians who passed through his band proved that.
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The fact that he himself was not charismatic as a lead singer was immaterial: he allowed his band
members to be the stars and left the showmanship to them.
He had great moral courage, too, supporting and befriending black artists like Big Joe Turner, at a
time when the racist nonsense of segregation was in force; black artists were not even allowed on
stage with white artists and poisonous, hate-filled rant, like the following were par for the course:
“Bill Haley and his kind were a disgrace to their race and they would burn in hell-fire forever.”
(“Goodness, Gracious, Great Balls of Fire!”)
Unfortunately, this insane rhetoric was not funny. Haley received death threats and at one time,
even carried a gun on stage. A bomb was found at one concert. But he kept on rocking…
As well as these worries, he suffered personal disasters, like the tragic death from cancer of his
sister, Peggy. She was 35. This was followed by huge debts, consisting of tax owing to the
Government, the expenses incurred by his entourage (20 members), the collapse of his investment
in a metal fabrication business and his discovery that his manager, “Lord” Jim Ferguson had lost a
fortune in ill-advised, “get-rich-quick” schemes and had even borrowed $50,000 from the
Philadelphia mob. He had used Bill’s name as collateral!
Add to that health problems and exhaustion from the rigours of constant touring (he was very afraid
of flying). But he moved to Mexico, where he became known as the “King of the Twist”, recording
30 “Twist” songs and 70 other recordings.
His success grew. He appeared before 30,000 people on a bill featuring such stars as Manfred
Mann, Spencer Davis, and the Walker Brothers. He blew them all away with his popularity! Not bad
for a man so often dismissed as a “has-been”!
1968 saw him undergoing a European tour – Holland, Ireland, Austria, West Germany, Denmark,
Sweden, Great Britain. In May he played to over 7,000 people at the Royal Albert Hall. He then
signed a contract with the Swedish Sonet label.
The so-called “Rock’n’Roll Revival” (the music had never been
dead for lots of us!) was in full swing and in 1969 he appeared at
Richard Nader’s “Rock’n’Roll Revival Show.” Bill received an 8½
minute ovation! 1972 saw him appear at Wembley Stadium and
in 1974 at Hammersmith Palais.
Then in 1974 his great friend and band member, Rudy Pompillii
(that’s how it should be spelled!) died.

I still have my ticket to the 1974 show - H

His last tour took place in 1979. On November 26 he took the stage
at the Royal Command Performance at which he met the Queen,
who told him that she had always loved the music (as did Princess
Margaret). “TOP THAT, ELVIS!”
His last 19 months were clouded by serious mental problems and on
February 1981 he died in his sleep, of an apparent heart-attack. He
had nothing more to prove. He had done it all.

Note: The factual content of this article is mainly derived from the following
biography: “Sound and Glory – the incredible story of Bill Haley, the Father of
Rock’n’Roll and the music that shook the world” by John W. Haley and Jon von
Hoelle (Dyne-American Publications Inc. 1990). A wonderful, well-researched,
comprehensive,
highly-detailed
and
profusely
illustrated
biography.
Unputdownable!
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Texas Bop Vol 2 - Sheik Records Ten 102
Side A
1. Al Runyon- Baby Please Come Home
2, The Benders- Sharpest Little Girl
3. Mickey Gilley- Ooh Wee Baby
4. Coye Wilcox- You Gotta Quit Cheatin´
5. Eddie Dugosh- Strange Kinda Feelin´
6. Unknown Artist- Packing To Move
(50s unissued recording)
Side B
1. Ken Hammock- Blue Guitar Jump
2. King Sterling- Too Many Taverns
3. Bobby Louis- Square Dance
(50s unissued recording)
4. Wink Lewis- ZZZT ZZZT ZZZT (Tone)
5. Perry LaPointe- B.O. Rock
Hey crazy boppin’cats, here comes on vinyl another volume packaging the best Texas Bop songs
… the first volume being now impossible to find, don’t miss this new 10 inch LP. That’s vinyl time
again like in the good old days. Let’s start with a nice art cover with Bobby Louis and Al Runyon
pictures. A cool teenage cat and an old country picker from Appalachia. Now flip the sleeve and
enjoy the liner notes by the Redman and few mind blowing pictures/record labels. If you can’t read,
don’t mind, just spin the wonder and let’s bop like crazy.
First song is the ultimate rockabilly waxing “Baby Please Come Home”, co-written with Jimmie
Skinner, and issued with “The Day Before The Night” on Starday 676. Stunning guitar, steady drum
beat, slap bass, raw and boppin’ vocal will send you straight to heaven and will make you thank this
baby for being gone. Al Runyon may be 39 years old, but he handles that rock-a-billy sound with
class. Probably recorded in Cincinnati (Ohio) where he cut a lot of sides for “Big 4 Hits” as did
Delbert Baker. This single was issued shortly after the killer Orangie Ray Hubbard’s “Sweet Love”
– Dixie 662. Next song by The Benders “Sharpest Little Girl” was issued on Jamaka 1927, a label
from Mesquite (Tx), with “Cost It Again”. Hard to believe that record could have been cut (or at least
issued) in 1965. Great piano and drum work that fools all those who think about Rock’n’Roll music
dying in February 1959. Third song is the first record issued by Mickey Gilley in October 1957. “Ooh
Wee Baby” backed with “Tell Me Why” was issued Minor 106. Here, Jerry Lee Lewis’ cousin and a
favourite for Breathless Dan O’Coffey, came with a New-Orleans flavoured rockin’ song. That’s a
pure wonder with Joey Long (Sonny Fisher sideman) on guitar. It may be on Minor … that’s not a
minor rockin’ song.
Coyle Wilcox’ “You Gotta Quit Cheatin’” was issued with “I Made A Mistake” on Azalea 117. He had
another single late 1959 on that very same label after they moved their headquarters to Dallas. This
earlier song, cut when the label was located in Houston, is a very nice boppin’ ditty recorded after
an unsuccessful session for Sarg. Eddie Dugosh being well known for his Sarg sides, many of you
may be familiar with “Strange Kinda Feelin’” issued on Sarg 135. Here the 1956 sound came from
the acetate cut at Bill Holford’s ACA studio in Houston. A session there could cost you around two
hundred dollars in the 50’s. Not small money so you had to put your guts and soul on it! The last
recording for side one is “Packing To Move” by an unknown artist. This unreleased recording was
done at Jack Rhodes’ converted Motel room in Mineola (Tx). Countless demos were cut there and
this one is very interesting even if carrying a strong country feel. A lonesome drifter alone with his
guitar packing to move.
Now let’s flip the wax on the turntable to enjoy Ken Hammock and The Tennessee Valley Gang
going on “Blue Guitar Jump”, issued with “Angel in Person” on Dixie 45-2009. That’s a superb instro
with Ken on guitar dueting with his wild steel guitar partner. That dude had only one other record on
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Starday 370 but with Hugh Lewis handling the vocal. Maybe for another Texas Bop issue. Still from
Starday comes King Sterling and his Bluegrass Melody Boys with “Too Many Taverns” from 1956.
Issued on Starday 269 with “Don’t Hang Around”, this song is all about Honky-Tonk life with superb
fiddle, banjo and finger picking guitar. Issued on Starday custom series with the label handling the
whole thing (except session) for $115 and giving to the performer 300 records.
The next song brings us back to Mineola with Bobby Louis’s “Square Dance”, a 50’s unreleased
recording. Yep, that’s the Texas boy who cut “Cell of Love” (Capitol 4272) thanks to his connection
with Jack Rhodes. Bobby is a great piano player that just sings here in a very close Jerry Lee Lewis’
style. Bobby, born Robert Hancock, should have done better than only two singles for “Capitol”. Jack
Rhodes born in 1908 knows about that new rockin’ sound as good as any youngster. He passed
away in 1966.
Next is Winfred “Wink” Lewis’ “Zzztt, Zzztt, Zzztt” issued on Tone 1121, a label located in Cameron
(Tx). This 1956 recording is a favourite of mine since it was reissued in 1982 on the White label LP
“Rock Originals”. A great boppin’ rocker with the most impossible title to pronounce I know. Great
piano and guitar support for a country cat turned rocker backed by skilled mandolinist Buzz Busby’s
band. Wink Lewis, a DJ in Texas and Louisiana, had recorded the previous year for the Queen
(Texas) label under the name of Jay-Bob Howdy with Hoyle Nix and his Western Texas Cowboys.
You do the beedle-beedle-dee-bip-bop, zzztt-zzztt-zzztt. Do the bop-the blues rock! Everything that
runs at 33 rpm must have an end and this wonder is not an exception. Perry La Pointe with The
Orange Playboys close with “B.O. Rock”, the first release on Crazy Cajun (501) issued in 1960. This
song is a tribute to the B.O’s Sparkle Club located near Port Arthur (Tx). Perry may have been only
Joe Bonsall’s partner in the Orange Playboys, but here he shouts with class and rocks your blues
away. I gotta be alright and rockin’ every night.
I think everything has been said now so leave your drink, put your cat clothes on and move your ass
to any good record shop to buy this wonder. You may need several copies ‘cause Christmas will
come fast and you can’t find a better gift for your friends than … Texas Bop at its best!
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES.
July 13, 2011.

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Benny Spellman RIP
Sunday, June 05, 2011
Yet another New Orleans great has passed away - this time Benny Spellman, whose deep voice provided
the baritone backing on Ernie K-Doe's Mother in Law and whose excellent 1962
Minit single Lipstick Traces is one of my all-time New Orleans R&B favourites.
Benny never had a big hit but he was a member of Huey Smith's Clowns for a while
and you can catch his distinctive vocals on quite a few Allen Toussaint-related
tracks of the time. Fortune Teller - the B-side of Lipstick Traces - was covered by
the Rolling Stones and the O'Jays among others. Benny later recorded for the
Watch and Alon labels and had minor successes with The Word Game for Alon,
which was leased to Atlantic, and with Sinner Man for Sansu.
Benny was 79 and lived in Pensacola, Florida. He suffered a stroke in the early 90s
which restricted his personal appearances but I did see him perform live once. This
was at the Dew Drop Inn Revisited show at the Sheraton Hotel in New Orleans
during Jazzfest, 1993, when he appeared alongside Lloyd Price, Roland Stone,
George French, Bobby Marchan and Marva Wright. I have two LP compilations of
his work - one on Charly and another on the New Orleans Bandy label - which show
just how good he was.

David 'Honeyboy' Edwards RIP
Tuesday, August 30, 2011
And then there were none. David 'Honeyboy' Edwards, the last of the pre-war Mississippi bluesmen who
played with the legendary Robert Johnson, has died aged 96. His death follows that of Pinetop Perkins earlier
this year and that of Robert Lockwood Jr five years ago.
It's amazing to think that Honeyboy was first recorded by Alan Lomax as long ago as 1942, yet received a
Grammy for traditional blues as recently as 2008 and a Grammy Lifetime Achievement award in 2010. He
played with other pre-war blues greats, including Charlie Patton and Johnny Shines, and just about every
bluesman since, including Muddy Waters, Howlin' Wolf and Little Walter. His last performance was at the
Juke Joint Festival in Clarksdale, Mississippi, in April of this year.

Wardell Quezerque RIP
Tuesday, September 06, 2011
On the eve on my US trip, it's sad to hear of the death of New Orleans record
producer and arranger Wardell Quezerque at the age of 81. Wardell played
a key role in the New Orleans music scene over five decades. After playing
with Dave Bartholomew's band in the late 1940s, he became a bandleader
in his own right in the mid-1950s with his Royal Dukes of Rhythm and
worked as an arranger with Professor Longhair and Fats Domino. In 1964
he formed Nola Records and had a smash hit with Robert Parker's
Barefootin’, plus records by Eddie Bo and Willie Tee. Later he recorded the
Dixie Cups' Iko Iko and Chapel of Love, Mr Big Stuff with Jean Knight, and
other classics including Misty Blue by Dorothy Moore and King Floyd's
Groove Me. He helped to put Malaco Records on the map, resulting in big names such as Paul Simon, Willie
Nelson and B B King recording there. He also produced the Grammy award-winning album Goin' To New
Orleans for Dr John in 1992.
I saw Wardell at the Ponderosa Stomp in 2007 where he led a band backing some of the acts, including
former carriage driver Tony Owens. My photo shows Wardell (left) with Tony.
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Are You Sure? It's The Allisons
Monday, August 22, 2011
Fifty years ago an Everly Brothers styled duo called The Allisons
came second in the Eurovision Song Contest with Are You Sure? one of the most tuneful UK entries ever in this annual competition. The
record was a smash hit, reaching number one and selling a million
copies. But the Allisons proved to be one hit wonders and despite
several follow up singles and an LP they could not repeat their
success and split up in 1963.

The Allisons © Tony Annis

Last night at the Water Rats pub in Kings Cross the Allisons (Brian
Alford and Colin Day) performed together again - the first time in well
over 20 years by all accounts. Although now in their early seventies
their close harmony singing was still effective as they reprised their
big hit, along with a couple of Everlies numbers plus Tutti Frutti and
Hello Mary Lou. An appreciative crowd gave them a rousing
reception, and I must admit it brought back sweet memories of my youth.
The occasion was Tony Annis's 73rd birthday party and The Allisons were just one of a number of UK
singers, both old and young, to take the stage. Backed by the excellent Tales From The Woods house band,
there was a solid set of largely Elvis numbers by the ever youthful Danny Rivers, an out of tune blast by
Rockin' Gerry Champion and songs by a couple of friends and family of Tony, including 'Lady Stardust', who
performed creditably on the Shirelles' Mama Said and Will You Love Me Tomorrow. John Howard DJ'd the
proceedings for what proved to be an enjoyable night, with the undoubted highlight being the return of The
Allisons. Here's a YouTube clip of them from the 1961 Eurovision.

© Paul Harris

After 50 years of fame as a ska and reggae
superstar, Frederick ‘Toots’ Hibbert and his Maytals
undertook the biggest UK tour of their career. Toots
is quoted as saying, “Everybody knows the UK is like
a second home to me, so I'm looking forward to
seeing all my old friends and making some new
ones on this very special anniversary tour." Indeed,
his ‘second home’ is such that our esteemed editor
tells me, “I have seen him out and about with his
vintage Jag, [wearing his] bandana along with
gigantic wooden cross on a leather strap”.

Apparently Toots had to cancel a couple of gigs due
to a bad cold and sore throat so it was a relief to find
him in good form at Brighton though perhaps the
infection was the reason that he included a slightly
excessive amount of audience participation in his
act. And maybe it was the Glastonbury effect (where he appeared in 2010) that
caused a ‘rock’ style to appear from time to time, but nevertheless, the most popular
numbers all lived up to expectations with fine performances of ‘54-46 Was My
Number’, ‘Pressure Drop’, ‘Take Me Home Country Roads’, ‘Louie Louie’, ‘Do The
Reggay’, and my personal favourite ‘Monkey Man’ which was the final song before
the encore.
It was reassuring to note that after a two hour set Toots’ voice was still strong and
in good shape. Long may it continue that way.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Woodies

20 ANSWERS

I know my recent controversial article about 'Diana'
speaking from beyond the grave through her voice
channel, Andrew Russell-Davies, caused much
derision and comments from some readers of this
magazine. All I can say is that everyone is entitled
to their opinions and beliefs, including that a certain
person living over 2,000 years ago was born of a
virgin, did lots of very impressive conjuring tricks,
physically rose from the dead and ascended into
Heaven on a cloud. That has the authority of being
a State religion, of course.
I have now attended my first physical séance where
I conversed with a spirit and felt his hands on my
head, and will have attended a second one by the
time you read this. Such things require a shift in
paradigms which even I found hard to take in at
first. All I ask is that people keep open minds and
don't condemn anything of this nature without
investigating the evidence themselves. With regards
to the Diana phenomenon this requires listening all
the way through to at least one of the podcast
interviews (about 30 minutes each).
This also applies to other aspects of the paranormal
such as the existence of UFOs and their extraterrestrial origin. Don't knock it till you've examined
the evidence. This now includes statements from
the former NASA astronaut and NASA scientist Dr
Ed Mitchell who has admitted publicly (on a UK
radio station for instance) that UFOs are real and
that there has been 'ongoing contact' with the aliens
piloting them.
Much is kept secret that the authorities prefer the
public don't know about, and ridicule is a favorite
method of quashing such rumors. Alien craft
invading our air space at fantastic speeds and
neutralizing missiles in their silos, even though
these UFOs appear basically non-hostile, and dead
princesses saying they were assassinated and
hope for an end to the Monarchy come in this
category of things the various Establishments would
prefer were not seriously investigated and perhaps
become more widely accepted.

Tony Papard
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The movie's over, it's 4 o'clock
Blackboard Jungle
Angel
Blueberry Hill
Mr. Sandman
Sun
Charlie Brown
MacHeath
Tutti Frutti
Alan Freed
Little Richard
Annette Funicello
Don and Phil
Jiles P. Richardson
Motown
77 Sunset Strip
Sandra Dee
The Monotones
Kissed
Maybelline

Popped along to The
Wonder on Sunday
evening to see Kate
Garner perform. What a
show.
For the second set Chas
turned up and there was
another pianist in the pub,
an Italian who played two
terrific blues numbers by
invitation and the pub had
a lock-in.
He was great and
hopefully will be appearing
at the pub on his own very
soon. Anyway, have
booked Kate for a NYE
party .
Regards, Mike Deasey
(BigBoppa)

SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

SOUL CELLAR
This time we pass the sagging shelves of forty fives and dig out a
genuine classic soul album.
JAMES CARR
YOU GOT MY MIND MESSED UP

US Goldwax/UK Stateside (1967)
YOU GOT MY MIND MESSED UP is simply one of, if
not, the greatest soul albums of all time. An incredible
journey into Southern Soul, where every track is a
masterpiece.
Although perhaps never, at the time, as well known as
some of his sixties contemporaries from the Stax and
Atlantic labels, this album proves that James Carr was
right up there with the likes of Otis Redding and Wilson
Pickett.
This, his first Goldwax album, was originally released in
1967. Contained within is a cohesive blend of searing
pain and yearning drenched ballads, along with a
splattering of Memphis style up-tempo soul. Each of the
twelve tracks defines what soul music is all about. The
impeccable production credits go to Quinton Claunch
and Rudolph Russell.

With the stylus picking up vibrations cut into the groove we start with the opening track, the finger
clicking mid tempo, 'Pouring Water On A Drowning Man', which opens with guitar and organ, and
peddles along nicely, with James’ gritty vocals rasping away, creating a drama laden hand wringer.
Carr has often been tagged, unfairly, as the poor man's Otis (Redding).
On the next track, 'Love Attack', it really could be Otis in his phrasing and style. Guitar, organ,
augmented by a relish of brass, get things moving, before our man, bitten with the love bug, spills
out his tortured heartbreak. He's had mumps, measles, whooping cough, double pneumonia, you
name it, and has always been able to shake that off, but not this love attack. The amount of soul he
was able to inject into these words is phenomenal, his testifying, "You hit me like lightning, I'm down
with a love attack", bowing out with a heart wrenching "I Love You".
'Coming Back To Me Baby' is an masterful up-tempo stomper, with a tasty sax break amidst punchy
brass, with James in full flight "Gotta gotta".
'I Don't Want To Be Hurt Anymore' is a smouldering, enchanting ballad, as good as anything he's
recorded. He knows he's not the perfect guy, but he doesn't want to be hurt, "Don't hurt me no more"
he pleads. Tremendous soul over a swaying brass section, with punctuating guitar support.
'That's What I Want To Know' is a great brassy Northern style dancer, with a fast pounding rhythm,
over which the lyrics tell us, he "Doesn't know what makes the sun shine
bright", but, "All I know is that you say I love you, that's all I want to know".
'These Ain't Raindrops' on which James’ tortured vocal delivery excels, as his
painful tones put the poignant tales of lost love into perspective. He wants us
to share his sorrow and bad times, he cries, "I will wait a million years", a
tantalising organ passage behind the banked horns highlights his desperation.
Side two opens with the legendary 'Dark End Of The Street', this being the
definitive version of this adulterous tale of stolen love. Need I say more, a
genuine classic.
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On 'I'm Going For Myself' we find James in a happier mood, taking no shit from the nasties trying to
put his woman down. Guitar mixed with brass and tinkling organ results in another wondrous warble.
'Lovable Girl', the first of four tracks from the pen of country steeped songwriter O B McClinton, who
could always knock out a good tune, injects the country side of soul into the proceedings, as James
sings the praises of his girl on this one. On 'Forgetting You' this time he’s done his gal wrong, but
doesn't want to live the rest of his life without her. Southern soul can't get no deeper than this. Guitar
fills, and mournful horns, slowly building, gradually enveloping his aching tortured soul, climaxing as
James soars and squeals, "I love you from the bottom of my heart, tell me we'll never part", magic.
'She's Better Than You' sees the nasty side of James come to the surface. Now that he’s found a
better girl than his ex, he can’t resist gloating, telling her how excited he is about his fresh babe.
Slow mournful brass over an uninvited guitar, yet another majestic gem.
And finally, 'You Got My Mind Messed Up'. Well Mr Carr is really messed up this time. There seems
no hope for James, as he seems to have lost his marbles completely. But his madness results in
one of the all-time great deep soul offerings, that leaves you totally wrecked.
Could this be the greatest soul album ever? This Long Player could move mountains.
The album's Billboard Rhythm & Blues chart listing.
Highest position Debut date
07

16/04/66

You Got My Mind Messed Up

21

30/07/66

Love Attack

23

29/10/66

Pouring Water On A Drowning Man

10

04/02/67

The Dark End Of The Street
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LOST SOULS
AIN’T NO MOUNTAIN HIGH ENOUGH
NICK ASHFORD
As creative song writing partners, Nick Ashford and his wife, Valerie
Simpson, established their reputation as one of Motown's most gifted
song writing teams before launching their own singing career with two
beautiful, but unsuccessful, albums for Motown. In 1973 they left the
company for Warner Bros, and were rewarded with a string of
national R&B hits.
Nickolas Ashford was born in Fairfield, South Carolina on May 4 1941. He grew up in Willow Run,
Michigan. He got his musical start, like so many, singing in the choir at the local Baptist church. He
briefly attended Eastern Michigan University, before taking the bus to New York to pursue a career
in singing and jazz dance. The move to New York didn't quite go to plan, as he was soon homeless,
sleeping on park benches and occasionally finding a bed in homeless shelters for several months.
Valerie, who had formed a gospel group known as the Followers, met Nick in 1964 at the White
Rock Church in Harlem; they instantly clicked and teamed up to write gospel tunes before turning
to love songs. The pair released their debut single, ‘I'll Find You’, as Valerie & Nick in 1964.
They landed staff jobs as songwriters at the Scepter/Wand imprint. Initially Ashford wrote the lyrics,
while Simpson composed the music at the piano. Their compositions were recorded by Chuck
Jackson, the Shirelles, Maxine Brown, and a brilliant ‘Never Had It So Good’ for Ronnie Milsap.
Apparently one day, when they were both feeling down, they wrote, ‘Let's Go Get Stoned’, to vent
their feelings. Picked up by Ray Charles it gave him a 1966 smash and made their reputation.
Motown legends Holland, Dozier and Holland were looking for new talented writers for the label, and
were suitably impressed by the pair’s demos they submitted. So they joined the Motown staff as
house writers and producers. For the next five years, they worked with many of the label’s top acts.
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They were major contributors to Motown's dominance of black music. ‘You're All I Need To Get By’,
‘Ain't Nothing Like The Real Thing’, and the original version of ‘Ain't No Mountain High Enough’ for
Marvin Gaye and Tammi Terrell, then ‘Reach Out And Touch (Somebody's Hand)’ for Diana Ross.
When HDH left the label in 1968, Ashford and Simpson took over as Motown's head in house writing
and production team.
Wanting to pursue a full time performing career, they left Motown in 1973 and found considerable
success at Warner Bros, resulting in a productive eight year partnership. Their first album, GIMME
SOMETHING REAL, featured their soulful duetting which was their trademark from the beginning.
This album launched their Warner Bros golden era. A further eight WB soulful albums followed,
including three that went gold, also along the way notching up twenty two R&B hit forty fives,
including these gems, ‘Is It Still Good To Ya’, ‘It Seems To Hang On’, ‘Love Don't Make It Right’ and
‘Found A Cure’.
Takeaway hits were still available, as artists queued up for the writing, arranging, producing
package that the couple offered at freelance rates. Notably, Chaka Khan's, ‘I'm Every Woman’, (78),
Diana Ross, ‘The Boss’ (79), Teddy Pendergrass, ‘Is It Still Good To You’ (80), Gladys Knight & the
Pips, ‘Landlord’ (80) and Phyllis Hyman, ‘I Ain't Asking’ (81).
Warner failed to deliver Ashford and Simpson's desired crossover smash, so they moved over, in
1984, to Capital records, and clobbered the charts with, ‘Solid (as a Rock)’, which went on to
become an international hit single.
They were also credited as co-authors of Amy Winehouse’s hit, ‘Tears Dry On Their Own’, which
was based on a sample of their 1967 composition ‘Ain't No Mountain High Enough’.
In 1996 they opened the New York restaurant and live entertainment venue, Sugar Bar. In recent
years the pair continued to tour, performing sporadically. I can still remember their dramatic
appearance at the Dominion Theatre, May 7th 1982. Wow that was some live performance.
Ashford and Simpson were simply brilliant at writing songs that expressed sheer romance. One of
the most prolific songwriting teams in black music. Nickolas Ashford died on the 22 August 2011
from throat cancer.
THE SOUNDTRACK OF THE FIFTIES AND SIXTIES
JERRY LEIBER
Elsewhere in the mag you will find a full obituary of the legendary Jerry
Leiber. You will read of his enormous contribution to Rhythm & Blues and
the birth of Rock'n'Roll. But the Hound Dog man’s involvement in soul was
also of the highest order. Here are some great tunes that you will probably
not read in any obituaries for the great man.
Bessie Banks - Go Now (Tiger/Red Bird)
Sidney Barns - I Hurt On The Other Side (Red Bird)
Ritchie Barrett - Some Other Guy (Atlantic)
Jerry Butler - Need To Belong (Vee Jay)
The Exciters - Tell Him (UA)
Tommy Hunt - I Just Don't Know What To Do With Myself (Specter)
The Isley Brothers - A Fool For You (Atlantic)
Chuck Jackson - I Keep Forgettin' (Wand)
Marv Johnson - Everyone Who's Been In Love With You (UA)
Clyde McPhatter - You'll Be There (Atlantic)
Alvin Robinson - Down Home Girl (Red Bird)
The Shirelles - It's Love That Really Counts (Scepter)
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O C Smith - When I'm Dancing (Big Top)
The Soul Brothers - Keep It Up (Blue Cat)
Sammy Turner - Paradise (Big Top)
Young Jessie - Shuffle In The Gravel (Atco)
SHOO SHOO CHICKEN
CHARLES SHEFFIELD
It was with great sadness that I read in the latest
copy of JUKE BLUES magazine a belated
obituary for Charles Sheffield, who died on 27
March 2010, at the age 79. I know nothing
about this guy, except for my two prized singles
that have never been far from my turntable since
acquiring them way back. Four absolutely
brilliant sides.
It's Your Voodoo Working/Rock'n'Train (Excello)
I've Gotta Love/Shoo Shoo Chicken (Rocko)
Courtesy of Juke Blues/John Broven this is the little known about the man.
Sheffield recorded a series of Gold Coast blues and R&B singles from 1955 through 1965 for record
men Eddie Shuler (Folk-Star and Goldband, as Mad Dog Sheffield with Clarence Garlow's band); J
D Miller (Rocko, Excello); and Huey Meaux (Tear Drop and Jet Stream, as Prince Charles in the Sir
Douglas Quintet anglophilic era).
Never a huge seller and purely a local artist, Sheffield's 1961 Excello release, 'It's Your Voodoo
Working', was featured in a British Tiger Beer ad just after his death. The record had previously been
embraced by the Northern soul fraternity and apparently has changed hands at the £450 level.
NEAR MISS
GRITS 'N' GREENS
Al Green was badly scalded when on 18th October 1973, in Memphis, one Mary Woodson (29)
threw boiling grits over his back. She then proceeded to shoot herself.
I guess Mary was very disappointed with Al's cooking.
FINALLY
Some thoughtful words from Curtis Mayfield's great conga-driven breezy social conscience song
from 1971, Move On Up.
"Just Move On Up To A Greater Day
With Just A Little Faith
If You Put Your Mind To It
You Can Surely Do It".
Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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On November 13, 1954, Werly and Ray Price shared the bandstand at The Cadillac Club located in
North Rampart Street in New Orleans. It seems he was booked into that club, which used only
hillbilly talents, three nights a week by Charlie “Jolly Cholly” Stokely, a DJ at WWEZ who span two
hillbilly shows a day, “Delta Parade” and “E.Z Hoedown” and on Sunday “Grand National Hillbilly Hit
Parade” that helped him to promote artists. Jimmy & Johnny and Wayne Walker (late 1954), Lonzo
& Oscar and Billy Walker (early 1955) played The Cadillac Club too booked by Jolly Cholly. Among
his guests at WWEZ were Curtis Gordon, Tibby Edwards, Martha Carson, Elvis, Ray Price, Webb
Pierce and many others.
Werly played some gigs in Louisiana (Springfield, Covington) and in Mississippi (Kiln, Bay Saint
Louis). At that time Werly still had his moustache and was wearing country outfits having Keith Rush
as his manager– 2709 General Pershing Road, New Orleans – a local DJ for WWEZ who from 1952
booked many Louisiana Hayride performers. In 1956 “Jolly Cholly” discovered the great Joe Clay.
The year 1955 began with Ken Nelson’s notification that he wouldn’t pick up his option on Werly’s
contract even if the label gave him some exposure in the trade papers in May 1955. However “I Feel
Like Cryin’” turned into a money-spinner when recorded by Carl Smith and issued on Columbia
4-21462. Werly was on the Louisiana Hayride on March 19 and next on May 7 1955 to promote his
last Capitol single with the support of Melvin A. Mallory, “Capitol” distributor in New Orleans and
owner of “Mallory Music” musical editions. On April 30, 1955 Werly played the Grand Ole Opry.
Werly’s first announced appearance for the Louisiana Hayride seems to be on September 12, 1955
with Jimmie Davis as special guest. From then and until December 1957, he was a regular sharing
the stage with George Jones, Leon Payne, Johnny Cash, Johnny Horton, Tex Ritter, Roy Orbison,
Eddie Bond, Sonny James, Sid King, Carl Perkins, Al Ferrier. In September 1955 he played the
VFW Hall (Veteran of Foreign Wars) in Baton Rouge. In December 1955, Werly gave two
performances at the Trio Club, in Pine Buff (Arkansas), a place owned by the Brown’s parents, and
a regular hang out for Elvis and Harold Jenkins, but not Conway Twitty yet.
Late 1955, a friend of mine remembers Werly Fairburn getting drunk at a party she held on Saturday
night after the Hayride and stumbling, falling down a flight of stairs to the entrance hall. He didn’t
hurt himself but his wife was screaming bloody murder. That night George Jones was too drunk to
drive and slept all that night in his old blue Caddy parked on lot. Next day he was gone and my
friend, together with Margie Collie (former wife of Texas DJ/promoter/singer Biff Collie) and Tommy
Sands’ mom were really worried to know if he made it back to Beaumont. Wild, wild days but maybe
also the result of their surroundings! I won’t throw any stone at anybody, having myself had my funny
and crazy days a long time ago.
Around the same time Werly needed a guitarist and hired Fred Carter Jr after hearing him jamming
backstage at the Municipal Auditorium. This engagement lasted for one year and included a lot of
appearances at the Louisiana Hayride. Born in December 1933, Fred Carter had grown up playing
fiddle and mandolin before switching to the guitar. He worked with
Slim Whitman and Dale Hawkins before joining Ronnie Hawkins and
Conway Twitty. He later settled in Nashville, becoming one of the
highest prized session men. Sadly, Fred Carter Jr passed away on
July 17, 2010 in Nashville.
Werly joined “Columbia” records and a first session at The Castle
Studio, Nashville, was set on June 24, 1955. With Chet Atkins (gtr),
Eddie Hill (gtr), Harold Cavalerro (steel gtr), Ernie Newton (bass),
Tommy Vaden (fiddle) and Farris Coursey (drums), Werly cut four of
his own compositions “That Sweet Love of Mine”/”I Guess I’m Crazy
(For Lovin’You) (Col 21432), issued the following month, and “Broken
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Hearted Me”/”Stay Close To Me” (Col 21483) issued in January 1956. “I Guess I’m Crazy”, a
beautiful country song, was covered by Tommy Collins (Capitol 3190) and was a #13 chart hit for
him late 1955 and by Jim Reeves in May 1964. After Jim’s tragic death, the song went number one
in August. In addition, it appears on the Brown's 1956 album RCA Victor LPM 1438 "Jim Edward,
Maxine and Bonnie Brown" as well as Porter Wagoner's 1956 album RCA Victor LPM 1358 "A
Satisfied Mind". All those songs are straight slow country songs well played but nothing outstanding.
In December 1955, Werly’s name appeared on the bottom of the Cashbox “Most Promising Country
Male Vocalist of 1955” behind Elvis, Jimmy Newman, Bobby Lord, Al Terry.

A second session for “Columbia” was set at Jim Beck’s Studio in Dallas on April 12, 1956. On that
session Werly was backed by fellow Louisiana Hayriders Tommy Tomlinson (gtr), James Trammel
(steel guitar) and Freddie Dawson (bass). On drums was William Pecchi who also played for Sid
King & The Five Strings, Lew Williams, Mac Curtis, Andy Starr and Sonny James. “I’m Jealous”, a
great boppin’ song, and “Old Mem’ries Come Back” stayed unissued while “Everybody’s Rockin’”,
an ultimate rock-a-billy performance, was issued with “It’s Heaven” (Col 21528) in June 1956. Well,
I wanna rock, a-bop-a-be-bop, Gonna jump in my rockin' shoes, Just pull off your coat when you
come in the door, kick off your high heels too Everybody's rockin' rockin' rockin'…
Those two songs were sung on the July 14, July 28 and August 4, 1956 performances for the
Louisiana Hayride. The other songs were “All The Time” (not recorded yet), “I’m In Love Again”
(loaned to Fats Domino), “I Guess I’m Crazy” and “Stay Close to Me”. Once again nothing happened
and Werly had to move to another label. Then Werly played as far as Beaumont (Texas) but also
some local places like The Fannie Circle Inn and The Skyway Club, both located on Highway 80.
Werly got an offer for “Savoy”, the New-Jersey based Rhythm and Blues and Jazz label, and was
sent to Cosimo Matassa’s studio for a first session with his band on September 13, 1956. Joe Martin
was back on bass and Eddie Landers on drums. We don’t know who’s on lead gtr but it should be
Fred Carter Jr. That session produced four sides and the all-time classic “I’m A Fool About Your
Love”/”All The Time” (Savoy 1503) while “Love Routine” and “Cryin’ Shame” were lost and never
issued. The publishing right for “I’m A Fool About Your Love” were allocated to Mallory Music owned
by Melvin Mallory. That hot single with a never heard before slap bass intro was issued in UK on
London 8349 in November 1956. A very rare record like its US counterpart in 78 rpm format.
In the Billboard issue dated 13 October 1956 we can read from Savoy boss Herman Lubinsky
“We’ve converted Werly (Fairburn) into a rockabilly”. Two weeks later still in the Billboard, an advert
carrying Werly’s picture states “New Rock-Billy Star! 2 back-to-back hits that rock and roll out of this
world!” Believe me, friends, that’s the pure true. Then Werly Fairburn was booked by the KWKH
Artists Service Bureau run by Horace Logan and still had his fan club run by Joyce Matson at 211
East 73rd Street in Shreveport. That Fan club with 80 members or so had a quarterly journal titled
“Werly’s Corral”. On his November 17, 1956 performance at The Louisiana Hayride, Werly
dedicated “Speak To Me Baby” to Fred Carter’s mother and to Joyce Matson. Earlier Horace Logan
acting as MC introduced Werly as playing rockabilly music and Werly informed the crowd about a
new record coming out with “Baby My Heart’s on Fire” before giving a great rendition of that song.
So I think the session that produced “My Heart’s On Fire” and “Speak To Me Baby”, two wildies
written by E. Myers, was not from early 1957 but late 1956. Both songs were issued on Savoy 1509
on February 1957.
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Band: The Black Lillies formed 2009.
Album title: 100 Miles of Wreckage.
Label: North Knox Records
Band Home town: Knoxville Tn USA.
Songs: 11 1. Two Hearts Down 3:37
2. The Arrow (feat. Jill Andrews) 5:11
3. Same Mistakes 4:34
4. Three in the Mornin' 3:08
5. Nobody's Business 3:33
6. Shepherd's Song 4:37
7. Peach Pickin' 4:00
8. Soul of Man 5:10
9. Tall Trees 8:42
10. Ain't My Fault 3:55
11. Go to Sleep 4:41
Release: Summer 2011
Music Styles: Melting pot of Americana Country, modern Bluegrass, Southern Country Rock.
Lead vocals: Cruz Contreras / writer.
Band Members/performers on Album: Tom Pryer, Robert Ricards, Trisha Brady, Taylor Coker, Billy
Contreras, Jamie Cook,
Instruments: Acoustic Guitar, Fiddle, Pedal Guitar, piano, Electric Bass, Upright Bass, Banjo,
Ukulele, Harmonica and Drums.
Review: The Black Lillies are typical of the modern country Americana
style that is very popular in the Southern USA. Lead singer Cruz
Contreras has a good southern soulful country voice and as writer of the
all tracks has an obvious talent for producing the sounds in demand right
now in Nashville. Having appeared on the Oprey 2011 and rated as one
of top Americana bands in a recent poll their country star seems to be
rising.
Of the 11 tracks, none strike the listener as a must have single, but the
album does covers all tastes in style and tempo in the modern
Americana genre (folk, country and bluegrass). Occasionally modern
Joe Ely style is somewhere to be heard and The Jayhawks too.
This album will firmly establish The Black Lillies in the genre of Americana, but which is often
regretfully rather bland but popular right across the Southern States of the USA.

The Jukebox Jive Show is a brand new show for 2011 celebrating the music and era of
the Jukebox and Rock and Roll Music. The show is on Saturday 22nd and Sunday 23rd
October at the Thistle Hotel, Bath Road, London Heathrow.
The show features exhibitors from all over the UK and Europe showcasing
fantastic Jukeboxes, vintage and retro clothing, records, memorabilia, retro
lifestyle (including a beauty salon and cupcake café) and much more!
We have an exclusive revival of the 2is with legendary artists Wee Willie
Harris and Russ Sainty, featuring Graham Fenton performing with Shorty Kennett
and the Goldstars and a set on Saturday by Rockabilly newcomers the Groove
Diggers.
Visit www.jukeboxjiveshow.co.uk for more information and to book tickets.
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
Pubs are as much a part of the traditional British way of life as fish
& chips, windswept rainy days at the seaside, and Tales From The
Woods annual 2is reunion shows in central London. However,
thousands of our old fashioned boozers have been either
demolished, converted into expensive flats or, even worse, dreadful theme bars. It is indeed
heartening to learn that when a customer heard that his local was about to be sold, he did what
any self-respecting regular with a few pounds in his pocket should do and that is to buy the place
to prevent it from falling into the wrong hands.
The pub in question is situated Thames side at Limehouse in the east end of London, The Grapes. It dates
back four centuries to 1720, and it is said that Charles Dickens was, as a child, made to stand on a table and
sing to its rowdy clientele. It would in later years very much inspire his writing.
The buyer is no less a figure than theatrical legend, the actor Sir Ian McKellen who has, in recent years, made
a shilling or two playing the wizard Gandalf in the Lord Of The Rings trilogy. Sir Ian could not be a closer
neighbour as he lives almost next door. Definitely a toast from all of us here at TFTW to a man who is
prepared to put his money where he hangs his hat.

Before I hand over to Dave “Mr Jazz Junction” Carroll for another instalment of his extensive and well
researched gig guide, I thank you all for joining us again and look forward to being back within these pages
in another couple of months. So what is coming up Dave?

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.

October 2011
16
Sunday
Roy Young
Celebrating his birthday.
Half Moon, Putney

£10
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25
Tuesday
Steve Earle & The Dukes (and Duchesses)
‘A rare full-band performance.’
Royal Festival Hall
£15 - £30
26
Wednesday Eilen Jewell
Eclectic Americana and then some. Band includes fine guitarist.
Cecil Sharp House, 2 Regent’s Park Road, NW1 7AY
£12.50
27
Thursday
Oo-Bop Sh’Bam
From Oxford Street to Upminster – now there’s the title for their next album.
The West Lodge, 67 Corbets Tey Road, Upminster, RM14 2AJ 8.00 pm to midnight

£8

27
Thursday
Chatham County Line
Bluegrass band from North Carolina reminding us of the sad loss of the Luminaire.
Jazz Café
£17.50
29
Saturday
The Cadillac Kings
‘The UK’s top swing-blues outfit’ according to their own website. But are they better than Germany’s
Mercedes Bens?
All Saints Arts Centre, 122 Oakleigh Road North, Whetstone, N20 9EZ 8.00 – 12.00 pm
£?
29
Saturday
Shalamar
Which Woodie wasn’t dancing to Shalamar in the ‘80s? Most, I suppose. Well, if it’s not second time
around for you, put on your dancing shoes and make it a night to remember.
Indigo2
£25 - £50 + fees
30
Sunday
Rod Picott
Nashville singer-songwriter now on his own for night of truths and roots music.
The Cabbage Patch, 67 London Road, Twickenham TW1 3SZ £9
November 2011
7
Monday
Aaron Neville + Keb Mo’ Band
A rare solo performance by a rare voice.
Barbican
£20 - £35
15
Monday
Alison Krauss & Union Station
Angelic voice, bluegrass violin wizard, 26 Grammys, and still with first record label (Rounder) after the
same number of years!
Royal Festival Hall Rear Stalls & Balcony £35 & £45
18/19 Friday/Saturday
Bill Wyman’s Rhythm Kings with very special guest Mary Wilson
Odd combination, I would say.
Cadogan Hall
£34.50
24
Thursday
The Jets
Ass-kicking rockabilly from the brothers Cotton, with a little doo-wop to soothe.
The West Lodge, 67 Corbets Tey Road, Upminster, RM14 2AJ 8.00 pm to midnight

£8

25
Friday Giants of Rare Groove 4 featuring Leroy Hutson, Natural Four and Barbara Mason
And the common link? Curtis Mayfield, of course.
Indigo2
£20 -£50 + fees
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If you wish to subscribe or advertise in the UK's fastest-growing in-house magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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